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ON THE COVER
Airmen test MCA capabilities during Operation Talon Lightning: U.S. Air Force Staff Sgt.
Blake Breeden, aerial port supervisor assigned to the 732nd Air Mobility Squadron, Joint
Base Elmendorf-Richardson, Alaska, chains down equipment onto a C-17 Globemaster
III during Operation Talon Lightning on Andersen Air Force Base, Guam, March 4, 2022.
Operation Talon Lightning is the Army-specific portion of the exercise. Task Force Talon
deployed one THAAD launcher and supporting equipment and personnel as a THAAD
Remote Launch package to Rota International Airport. They will establish a firing position,
tactical communication, conduct a deployment readiness exercise in austere conditions,
and demonstrate the new RL capability. (U.S. Air Force photo by Staff Sgt. Divine Cox)
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FROM THE PRESIDENT

Jason Kalin
President,
Logistics Officer Association

LOA President’s Letter
This year, after a two-year hiatus of
in-person symposiums, we safely
reconnected with friends, mentors, and
industry partners at LOA 2022, the Air
Force’s premier logistics professional
development event. We want to thank
all the senior leaders who were in
attendance, having provided years of
unparalleled advice, mentorship, and
leadership, and we were thrilled to have
our industry partners and corporate
sponsors. Without their unmatched
support, the symposium would not have
been so spectacular.

and mainstage speakers to LOA
University… even a tour of the Ogden
Air Logistics Complex at Hill Air Force
Base. Thanks to Chief Learning Officer
Jerry Ottinger’s strategic vision,
hundreds of loggies attended courses
deliberately focused on the challenges
we face as a community. Everywhere
we looked, we saw LOA’s three lines
of effort: engagement, professional
development, and education oriented
around our theme of “Logistics…
Accelerating Change and Sustaining
Dominance.”

Larry Matthews who served as the
founding president. One year later, the
organization held its first symposium.
Ten years later, logisticians considered
the impacts of the Air Force’s decision
to consolidate Tactical Air Command,
Strategic Air Command, and Military
Airlift Command as well as this new
thing called a “desktop computer.”
Following the force drawdown and
two-level maintenance of the 1990s, the
MOA membership voted to rebrand the
organization as the Logistics Officer
Association effective on May 1, 1999.

We saw LOA’s vision and mission on
full display as logisticians from around
the world—including Australia—came
together to share ideas and connect
with one another, fulfilling our
objective to cultivate professional
development opportunities for logistics
professions across the DoD, Industry,
and Academia. Closely aligned with
Headquarters Air Force A4 priorities
and the newly released Basing and
Logistics Enterprise Strategy, we
cultivated countless opportunities
for learning, from breakout sessions

While we looked to the future, we
also took stock of our past as LOA
celebrated its 40th anniversary. As
some say, “you won’t know where you’re
headed, unless you know where you’ve
been.” I think it’s important to revisit
this history because it reveals so much
about who we are as an organization
today.

As LOA celebrated its 20th, we found
ourselves engaged in the Global War on
Terror and focused on concepts like the
AEF and logistics organization. It was
in this environment that the Logistics
Readiness Squadron and the Logistics
Readiness Officer career field came
to fruition, consolidating multiple
logistics functions into a single unit.
This was also the era of General Babbitt
who challenged our organization to
expand our perspectives and consider
military logistics at the operational and
strategic levels.

In 1982, ten maintenance officers
turned an idea into reality when they
formed the Maintenance Officer
Association, led by Lieutenant Colonel
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Our organization turned 30 in 2012,
and in that year, then-president and
then-Colonel Tom Miller introduced the
LOA University concept as Lieutenant
General Judy Fedder challenged the
community to focus on developing
and sharing professional development
content. The Air Force Sustainment
Center also came into being to better
align our Air Logistics Centers, later
renamed Complexes. A young officer
in the audience at a symposium
during this time would have seen the
impact of two great logisticians—
Lieutenant General Leo Marquez,
considered the father of modern-day
Air Force maintenance and logistics,
and Major General Marcelite Harris,
whose enterprising legacy lives
on today through LOA’s innovation
awards program. The Lieutenant
General Marquez statue stands watch
at the main gate of Sheppard AFB
as a reminder of our readiness and
commitment to the thousands of
current and future logisticians who
pass on their way to the Air Force
Logistics School.

This legacy of innovation, dedication,
and excellence carries on today. This
past March, we experienced this
in-person for the first time after a
long two years. Now, LOA’s network
of chapters continue to create the
environment for leadership and
professional development as we look
forward to LOA 2023 in St. Louis.
From Total Quality Management to
the Art of the Possible and Theory
of Constraints, our history is woven
into the fabric of the Logistics Officer
Association and guides us as we face
the challenges of the future.

Jason Kalin
President
Logistics Officer Association
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Montanna J. Ewers
Chief Editor,
Exceptional Release Journal

Editor’s Letter
Team,
LOA got to be LOA again! For those
of you who were able to attend, I
think you’ll agree with me that this
symposium was one to remember.
We were fortunate to have high-level
keynotes from Secretary Kendall and
our own Lieutenant General Berry,
to Chief Bass and the warfighting
Logistics Directors in Europe and the
Pacific, and others yet. We learned
Agile Combat Employment isn’t
something we want to do, but it’s
something we have to do. We learned
how Theory of Constraints can be used
by a united operations and logistics
team to dramatically increase sortie
production and aircraft availability. We
learned the importance of networking
and how social networking can
actually help our fellow citizens better
understand what we do (and how the Air
Force isn’t just the Army with planes).
We learned how Tesseract has been
rapidly scaling initiatives that were
once pigeonholed at bases. We learned
how we simply can’t slow down or lose
focus on China, because they intend to
“reorder the world order.”
And that was just from the main stage!
Whether it was LOA University’s
education sessions, or the dozens
of breakout panels, or the fantastic
discussions in the exhibition hall, or the

great conversations around Salt Lake
City, we as logisticians experienced a
truly memorable event that educated us
on upcoming challenges and energized
us to do something about it!
Please enjoy this edition’s recap of
several main stage events. We felt they
were important enough to transcribe
and live in text. Reference these
words from our senior leaders when
your loggies ask “Why are we doing
Agile Combat Employment” or need an
education on how some of Secretary
Kendall’s operational imperatives have
logistics at their core.
We have a great lineup of material from
the field as well. Read about how the Air
Force’s vehicle management experts
are using sensors, data, and telematics
to increase vehicle fleet viability. Learn
about how our Air Logistics Complexes
are using additive manufacturing
processes to innovatively adapt our
sustainment practices and produce,
produce, produce. Read about a
truly unique concept to formalize,
standardize, and operationalize the
logistics functions of agile combat
support. There is so much packed into
this issue, but read it, digest it, and
please… talk about it!
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As always, this is your Exceptional
Release. Please let me know your
thoughts on the product, including
any directions you want us to go in
the future. And of course, please
consider writing for us. Our next
edition is jam-packed as well, but
the only way to guarantee it will have
something you’re interested in… is
to write it yourself! You can contact
me directly via LinkedIn or editor@
loanational.org.
Thank you again for the opportunity
to serve as your editor of your
Exceptional Release.

Montanna J. Ewers
Chief Editor
Exceptional Release Journal
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Scholarship Donor Highlight

Thank you to our Scholarship Donors!

By: JD DuVall (LOA COO),
Dara Hobbs (LOA Deputy COO)

Scholarship Donors

In 1997, with (then) Brigadier General Zettler’s
approval and support, our president Colonel
Dick Stocchetti championed the Idea of a
scholarship program for deserving airmen.
Retired Colonel Geary Wallace made the first
individual pledge of $1,000 and committed
$1,000 a year for the next 10 years to ensure the
program got off to a strong start. Other first
year contributors also included retired Colonels
Denny Portz and David Stephenson. These
important contributions provided LOA with
the initial resources to establish the program
and award the first recipients in 1998. Without
their initiative and leadership, our scholarship
program would not be the huge success that it
is today.

Symposium Directors’ Recap
By: Evan Hanson, Chris Carmichael, Andrea Truman
What a symposium! To the more than two thousand
members of LOGNATION who joined us in Salt Lake
City for LOA’s 40th anniversary and the LOA2022
symposium—thank you! We hope you had as much
fun and learned as much as we did. Over the course
of those five days, we heard from over two hundred
speakers on a range of topics relevant to our
community. In the halls of the Salt Palace and hotel
lobbies in downtown Salt Lake City, many described
this LOA as the best they’ve ever attended…. This is
a testament to all the great work that Logisticians do
day-in and day-out all over the world.
Although all of us have returned home and filed our
travel vouchers, we hope that LOA2022 was only the
beginning. As COVID-19 restrictions go away and we
return to first Fridays at clubs around the Air Force,
consider what you heard at the symposium and talk

We would like to recognize the generosity of
our industry partners—Boeing, KPMG, Linquest,
CGI, Connected Alliances, D3 Air & Space
Operations, Hyperscience, Goldratt Consulting,
Pratt & Whitney, Robbins-Gioia—as well as
the numerous chapters and individuals whose
donations help make the LOA Scholarship
Program possible.

about it with your peers, subordinates, and
leadership. How are these topics relevant to
the work you do? What processes might benefit
from applying theory of constraints? How do
we ensure the Air Force remains the service
our nation needs it to be in the context of
strategic competition? Carry the fire you felt
at LOA2022. Make time to network, read, write,
and think critically. We need your perspective.
Finally, on behalf of the LOA2023 symposium
team, we hope you’ll join us in St. Louis—
the home of Scott Air Force Base and
Headquarters U.S. Transportation Command!
We’re thrilled for the next opportunity to
reconnect, consider, and learn how logisticians
continue to deliver combat capability and
humanitarian assistance all over the world!
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Dara Hobbs (LOA’s Deputy COO, left) and Holly Gramkow (LOA’s CFO, right) announce the scholarship
winners at the LOA2022 Awards & Scholarship Ceremony from Salt Lake City, UT.
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Thank you to our Industry Partners
and Corporate Sponsors!
Your support is unmatched in support of the men and women
of the greatest military logistics enterprise on the planet.

Platinum Sponsors

Diamond Sponsors

Gold Sponsors

Silver Sponsor

Industry Partners

2022 LOA SYMPOSIUM
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2022 LOA SYMPOSIUM
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2022 LOA SYMPOSIUM
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2022 LOA SYMPOSIUM RECAP

trained and ready aircrew. Depot
continued churning out overhauled
aircraft, engines, and commodities,
not to mention the software work, that
kept our fleets healthy. You continued
experimenting with Agile Combat
Employment (ACE), making it real and
reaching Initial Operation Capability
in our overseas commands. Should I
mention sage coveralls? Maybe not….

The State of Logistics
By: Lieutenant General Warren D. Berry

Keynote Speech at LOA Symposium / March 16, 2022
Good morning Log Nation! What an awesome day, and I am
excited to be here! I’m also old. And I know sometimes when
I’m out in the field visiting units, I make some references and
analogies that just fall flat because the young Airmen don’t
have that shared experience. References to M*A*S*H* and RCA
Dog and… well, I can see the quizzical looks from here. But
sometimes you just can’t help yourself, so I just have to say… you
really do look “mahvelous.” As I look around this packed venue, it
is hard to believe it has been almost two-and-a-half years since
we last gathered together in Oklahoma City for the 2019 LOA
Symposium. I am thrilled to be with you here today, especially
this year and in this place, as it marks the 40th anniversary
of the Logistics Officer Association, and the 75th year of the
Department of the Air Force and the United States Air Force.

Those 2-1/2 years haven’t exactly been a vacation either.
The national security demands did not diminish even though
we faced a global pandemic; and despite dealing with all
the challenges associated with COVID-19, you stepped up to
provide the logistics and mission generation necessary to
meet the Department of the Air Force’s mission without fail,
performing remarkably through unprecedented times. Our
supply chain experts navigated COVID-induced challenges
magnificently, resulting in so few disruptions that operations
largely continued with barely a hiccup. We continued sending
forces to USCENTCOM and, just as importantly, provided
airpower in Dynamic Force Employment to show America’s
will and assure our partners and Allies. You generated
sorties to meet our flying hour program goals, enabling

Image Above: Lt Gen Warren D. Berry gives his keynote speech at the 2022 LOA Symposium.
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In August of this past year, our Air Force
executed the largest humanitarian
operation ever undertaken to evacuate
US citizens, their families, and Afghan
allies from Afghanistan. Over the
course of seventeen tense, chaotic
days, our Airmen airlifted over 120,000
passengers to safety, possible only
because of the tireless efforts of
the logisticians and maintainers
who enabled those sorties. Then,
we continued to leverage the unique
capabilities of the Air Force logistics

system to rapidly establish and sustain
refugee camps at multiple military
installations, providing those that were
displaced the ability to start anew. And
now we are all witnessing what happens
when an autocratic regime decides to
flex its muscle by finding fabricated
reasons to invade a sovereign,
democratic state.
In many ways, what’s happening in
Europe reflects the major themes of
the 2018 National Defense Strategy.
And while we’ll see a new, 2022 NDS
in the near future, it, too, will focus on
peer and near-peer adversaries. It is the
threat of today… just ask Ukraine… and
the threat of tomorrow and beyond. And
it is that kind of conflict for which we
need to be prepared.
As we look across the global landscape,
we recognize that the international
security environment is shaped

Despite dealing with all the challenges associated with
COVID-19, you stepped up to provide the logistics and
mission generation necessary to meet the Department
of Air Force’s mission without fail, performing
remarkably through unprecedented times.

by the re-emergence of strategic
competition. Our strategic guidance
unambiguously prioritizes competition
with pacing adversaries, most notably
the People’s Republic of China (PRC).
They have been studying the way we
fight and building a military designed to
rival our capabilities. In many aspects,
China has been accelerating the pace
of their military modernization efforts,
consistently moving milestones to the
left. Taken together, Chinese Air Force
and Navy aviation assets constitute
the largest aviation force in the IndoPacific region, and third largest in the
world. They’ve developed anti-access/
area-denial (A2/AD) capabilities, aimed
largely at us. Furthermore, China
seeks to expand its overseas logistics
and basing infrastructure to allow
sustained military power projection at
greater distances. As a demonstration
or their resolve toward their strategic
priorities, in 2021, the PRC announced
a 6.8% increase in its annual military
budget, continuing more than 20 years
of annual defense spending increases.
Increasingly, the PRC has demonstrated
the resolve to challenge the United
States for primacy of global influence.
Likewise, Russia’s unprovoked invasion
of Ukraine highlights their desire for
reemergence as a strategic competitor.
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Basing and Logistics is an essential element
of strategic competition; it underpins our
ability to deter and, if deterrence fails,
win our Nation’s wars. If we are going to
be successful against a peer adversary in
a contested environment, then we must
deliver Persistent Mission Generation. We
know the military force that best implements
improved operational concepts and training,
leverages innovation, connects the force,
and builds Persistent Mission Generation
capabilities will be best prepared to deter
and win. For our part, logistics is the key
component of Persistent Mission Generation.
What we must deliver as a community is the
ability to generate Airpower in spite of the
multi-domain attack our adversaries plan to
mount against us. We must—and will—deliver
Persistent Mission Generation; it is a strategic
imperative.
If Logistics Under Attack remains a key
operational problem… and it is a wicked
problem in the context of a future fight…
then Persistent Mission Generation is our
answer. It should be no surprise, then, that
Secretary Kendall clearly delineated “Defining
optimized resilient basing, sustainment, and
communications in a contested environment”
as one of the top seven Operational
Imperatives for the Department of the Air
Force.
As Admiral King is quoted as saying during
WWII, “I don’t know what the heck this logistics
is that Marshall is always talking about, but I
want some of it!” So, in today’s context, how
do you get not just logistics, but Persistent
Mission Generation? Well, it doesn’t just
happen; you have to plan for it, and you have
to build it. And that’s exactly the path we’re
on. Since the 2018 NDS was published, we’ve
had a wealth of initiatives and strategies
and experimentation getting after what that
defense strategy needed us to do. Airmen
across the enterprise enthusiastically sought
ways to leverage innovation to transform
our logistic enterprise into the force needed
to succeed in tomorrow’s operational
environment. We’ve contributed to the Joint
Staff’s creation of the Joint Warfighting
Concept, which has the Joint Concept
for Contested Logistics as one of its four
essential lines of effort.

Given the volume of strategic guidance and
the speed of conceptual development of
ideas, our Basing and Logistic Enterprise
leaders saw a critical need for a unifying
strategy that would synchronize that body of
work. In January of this year, we published
the Basing and Logistics Enterprise Strategy
to provide that unity of effort as we intensely
focus our enterprise on the objective of
persistent mission generation.
I encourage you to spend some time this
week at the Exhibit Hall booth to learn about
Persistent Mission Generation: what it is,
what it delivers, and why it matters to you.
Trust me, it’s something you need to explore,
because you’ll be central to helping us
execute.
To deliver Persistent Mission Generation—
that strategic imperative—we must achieve
four distinct priority outcomes: Persistent
Logistics, Agile Airmen, Focused Readiness,
and Adaptive Basing. Admittedly, each
requires a lot of effort to solve, develop and
scale the capabilities that support making
each one real. But let me give you the Cliff
Notes version of each to whet your appetite.
Priority #1, Persistent Logistics, focuses
on delivering a global posture of forces and
equipment that are able to rapidly transition
to high-end conflict. It will embody the
elements of posture, sense, and respond,
but how we will accomplish those elements
must be very different. Persistent Logistics
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Priority 1: Persistent
Logistics requires that
we set the theater with
the right equipment,
at the right place, to
facilitate rapid transition
to high-end conflict.

Priority 2: Agile Airmen…
our decisive advantage…
with diverse mission
generation skill sets.

Priority 3: Focused
Readiness ensures we
maximize our ability to
generate readiness, both
today and in the future,
by prioritizing resources
and reducing cost.

will require that we set the theater
with the right equipment, at the right
place, to facilitate rapid transition
to high-end conflict. The equipment
needed to succeed must be rugged,
lightweight, and capable of multiple
uses, ensuring we reduce our footprint
and exponentially improve our ability
to maneuver. Persistent Logistics in
a contested environment will require
a resilient supply chain that is able to
meet operational demands and will
depend upon the seamless integration
of our Joint and Allied partners. The
Persistent Logistics operational
environment will require our combat
decisions be informed by accurate
intelligence at the speed of relevance,
keeping us two or three steps ahead of
our adversaries.
We know Persistent Mission Generation
will also require [priority #2] Agile
Airmen; after all, Airmen are our
decisive advantage. We’ll require MultiCapable Airmen with diverse mission
generation skill sets. We will connect
Airmen with modernized training
capabilities and realistic warfighting
scenarios that prepare them to deal
with conditions our pacing adversaries
will throw at us. We will leverage
the innovation our Airmen bring and
accelerate change by scaling that
innovation across the enterprise.

Priority #3, Focused Readiness,
ensures we maximize our ability to
generate readiness, both today and in
the future, by prioritizing resources
and reducing cost. We recognize that
Focused Readiness is established
on a bedrock of accurate and timely
data that informs our balance of risks
and trade-offs between immediate
operational requirements and the
need for modernization of both our
weapons systems and the critical
infrastructure necessary to achieve
Persistent Mission Generation. We
will embrace Theory of Constraints
to recover and maintain readiness
by eliminating constraints in basing,
maintenance, and logistics processes.
We have to be laser-focused on aligning
our finite dollars to our highest, most
relevant platforms, and accelerate
improvements in maintenance and
logistics process to recoup and
enhance readiness.
Lastly, priority #4, Adaptive Basing,
aligns investment in defense, repair,
and recovery capabilities for our
infrastructure to operate in an
environment of multi-domain attack.
Whether generating from a main-base
or a contingency operating location,
integrated base defense postures and
infrastructure must create resiliency
in our force projection platform, the

“base.” Rapid response and recovery
of operational capability is integral
to our ability to produce Persistent
Mission Generation. In a contested
environment, the recovery of the
mission generation platform will be just
as critical as the ability to turn jets.
Now, no one here is naïve enough
to think this is easy. It isn’t. Wicked
problems, like Logistics Under Attack,
aren’t easily solved. And solutions,
like Persistent Mission Generation,
have to deal with both the challenges
we believe our adversary will present,
some of which I mentioned earlier, as
well as the challenges that are knitted
into the fabric of our institution.
While we are buying new F-35s and
KC-46s… and soon B-21s… our 5,400tail fleet is older than we’d like. The age
of the aircraft that you are asked to
sustain every day presents a significant
challenge to mission generation. The
Air Force operates the oldest aircraft
fleet of any Service with an average
age of 30 years, twice as old as that
flown by the U.S. Navy. Furthermore,
44% of Air Force aircraft are operating
beyond their designed service life, kept
safe by service life extensions, but
also creating a burden on those of you
fighting every day to keep those aircraft
safe and effective.

Priority 4: Adaptive Basing aligns
investment in defense, repair,
and recovery capabilities for our
infrastructure to operate in an
environment of multi-domain attack.
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Like your car, or your house, or (trust me, I
know) your body, the older it gets the more
maintenance it needs. Our depot maintenance
professionals see this routinely. Since FY16,
age-related repair requirements contributed to a
61% cost increase for depot repair and overhaul.
As one example, in FY20, the C-130 depot line
required 2,600 additional days to address agerelated structural repairs across the fleet; and as
AFMC will tell you, time is money.
Much like their counterparts in the ALCs,
our flightline maintainers experience similar
challenges with generating aging fleets. Over the
last 20 years, we experienced a 34% increase
in break rates across the Air Force fleet;
meaning today, an aircraft is one-third more
likely to return from a sortie with a grounding
discrepancy than it was 20 years ago. Not
surprisingly, maintenance data analysis shows
a strong correlation between NMCM hours and
aircraft age, both rising in parallel.

This scenario creates a compounding effect:
aircraft age drives lower reliability, resulting
in additional maintenance workload driven by
additional breaks or inspections, and ultimately
an availability rate that is lower than required.
As we look at the maintenance manpower
on the front lines of the battle to keep our
aging aircraft ready, we see a relatively less
experienced and overtasked workforce. Those
aging aircraft add maintenance workload and
increase the demand for trained maintainers.
Yet, given our need to stand up new units
of F-35s and KC-46s, we can’t keep pace
and our unfunded maintenance manpower
authorizations continue to rise, with now
almost 9% of the total Air Force maintenance
requirements not funded and, therefore, not
staffed. Our workforce also has less
experience than years past. 54% of
Make no mistake: we are
the maintenance career field has less
ready for whatever our
than 6 years of hands-on repair time;
in 1995, only 38% had less than 6 years
Nation would call on us to
of experience. I bet you feel this on the
do today, and anyone who
flightline every day.
To no one’s surprise, we live in a resource
constrained world. As many of you are
keenly aware, the resources required to
sustain our aging fleets are outpacing
the sustainment funding allocated. As
we analyze those costs, we see distinct
drivers affecting requirements growth: the
aging aircraft problem (to include diminishing
manufacturing sources); market forces that
drive labor and materiel costs above the rate
of inflation; and the growth in more complex
weapon systems utilizing Contract Logistics
Support, which pay for spare parts from this
sustainment account and not the flying hour
program, like organic systems.
I doubt I just told you much regarding our
challenges that you didn’t already know,
or sense, as logistics professionals. And
you’re probably thinking, “Wow, that’s
pretty glum, General!” Yes, but… make
no mistake: we are ready for whatever
our Nation would call on us to do today,
and anyone who would misinterpret
these statistics for weakness in our
ability to project power would be gravely
wrong. Second, the first step in solving
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would misinterpret these
statistics for weakness in
our ability to project power
would be gravely wrong.

From where I sit in
the Pentagon, I can
attest that the most
innovative Airmen, the
most innovative ideas
from the field, come
from our logistics pros!

problems is understanding what they are. To me,
the silver lining is that much of what we’ve done
in the Sustainment Framework, coupled with how
we’re getting after persistent mission generation,
addresses not just those challenges, but more.
I’m even more heartened by what’s happening
across the force to get after the changes and
solutions needed to move forward… rapidly.
Our Logistics Airmen have been working toward
these priorities long before they were formalized
in our new strategy. One of the most active
cauldrons of innovation has been our innovation
incubator, Tesseract. Tesseract is the critical
link between the innovative ideas of our 269,000
logisticians, engineers, and security forces
Airmen and the ability to up-scale those ideas
across the force. Through collaboration with
Airmen in the field, Tesseract accelerated twenty
logistics innovations toward programs of record,
generating significant readiness and warfighter
enhancement. One example, developed by Master
Sergeant Jason Yunker, now at the 18 LRS at
Kadena AB, is the Versatile Integrating PartnerNation Equipment Refueling Kit, affectionately
known as VIPER. VIPER takes existing Petroleum,
Oil, and Lubricant components and uniquely
configures them into a small, hot-pit ready
package that allows hot refuel operations with
existing host nation or civilian airport refueling
equipment, regardless of US certification. It
takes less than a pallet position versus a whole
R-11. It is agile and mobile… a force multiplier in
ACE… and a case study in an Airman’s innovation
being adopted at scale.
Tesseract has also partnered with over a dozen
bases to launch nine Theory of Constraint
initiatives, borrowing a page from our depots
and propagating this methodology to the tactical
units. These initiatives have allowed the 635th
Supply Chain Operations Wing to realize $4M
in cost avoidance and achieve a 13% reduction
in KC-135 downtime due to MICAP parts. At
Dover, the team was able to slash C-5 Isochronal
inspection days by 17% and increase throughput
capability from five to seven major inspections a
year. Fairchild, Luke, Tinker, Cannon, McConnell,
Lakenheath, Mildenhall, Kirtland, and more
have seen first-hand the mission capability that
Theory of Constraints creates. This past year,
Tesseract was recognized as the Gen Larry O.
Spencer USAF Innovation Team Award winner

for 2020, and if you are interested, I believe they are
hiring. Stop by their booth in Exhibit Hall to see all
the exciting things they are doing for you.
The Tesseract Team isn’t the only one innovating at
the edge. We had a huge win at Offutt, the first Air
Force base to create a truly web-enabled flightline
environment. The 55 MXG replaced all their GTACs
and Toughbooks with iPads in ruggedized cases
that enable point-of-maintenance utilization. They
partnered with their Ops Group to build a homegrown Wi-Fi network known as Bockscar, and Offutt
maintainers are able to wirelessly access tech
data and Air Force secure sites all while out on the
flightline. Furthermore, the iPads receive updates
through Wi-Fi, eliminating the need for hardware
docking stations and reducing the logistics footprint
for persistent mission generation. They are showing
the rest of us how this can be done!
On the Adaptive Basing front, Senior Master
Sergeant Brent Kenney and Technical Sergeant
Matthew Connelly presented their
“Project Arcwater” submission for the Air
Through collaboration
Force’s annual Spark Tank competition—
and they won! With the goal of
with Airmen in the field,
increasing efficiency and reducing the
Tesseract accelerated
logistical footprint for agile employment,
twenty logistics
they developed an innovative threeprong system to generate power, water,
innovations toward
and HVAC requirements necessary
programs of record,
for Persistent Mission Generation—at
generating significant
a fraction of the cost and space of
traditional means of production. From
readiness and warfighter
where I sit in the Pentagon, I can attest
enhancement.
that the most innovative Airmen, the
most innovative ideas from the field,
come from our logistics pros!
Later this week, you’ll have the opportunity to see
examples of innovations from the field when our
Aether Sprint finalists outbrief their innovative
solutions. Airman First Class James Doerfler and
Airman First Class John Gustafson will demonstrate
their idea to accelerate a push logistics framework
for inexpensive consumable supplies that might
otherwise ground their F-35s at Hill AFB, Utah.
The team of Captain Nicole Augins, Chief Master
Sergeant Raymond Chalifoux, Senior Master
Sergeant Jason Bennett, and Senior Master
Sergeant Marc Iorio from Tyndall AFB, Florida will
present their framework to operationalize the
concept of Multi-Capable Airmen and how it will be
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packaged within the Air Force Force
Generation model. From Eielson
AFB, Alaska, Master Sergeant Philip
Barry, Master Sergeant Christopher
Blake, Master Sergeant Kathleen
Myers, Technical Sergeant Joseph
Hartsfield, Staff Sergeant Kyle Soliday,
and Staff Sergeant Shane Weber will
demonstrate their initiative to leverage
available Low Code/No Code software
to enable Airmen to eliminate outdated
processes with powerful but simple
automation methodologies.

models in Maintenance Next, offering
our Airmen 21st century training tools
to enhance their proficiency before
arriving at their first base, and then
continuing that novel training delivery
at FTDs. There is more… much more…
so come swing by the booth and soak
it in. Ask our senior leaders the hard
questions—and don’t let them get away
with easy answers—then lend us your
ideas. We learn more from you, and your
innovative approaches, than you can
possibly imagine.

Beyond that, we continue to make
headway at the enterprise level to
improve mission generation. We
codified the first tranche of crosstraining requirements to produce
Multi-Capable Airmen, essential to the
ACE scheme of maneuver. We are on
track to bring the Basing and Logistics
Analytic Data Environment (BLADE) to
life in FY24, with artificial intelligence
and machine learning that allow us far
more predictive capabilities. We laid
the foundation to begin operationalizing
War Reserve Materiel, no longer storing
it centrally, sitting in warehouses and
limiting (or denying) its use by the field
in exercises. We continue to build out
and scale Repair Network Integration
and Conditions-Based Maintenance+.
We have well over 1,600 parts in the
repair network with over $130M in
cost avoidance, and we have sixteen
weapon systems actively monitoring
work unit codes and installed parts
to propel us forward in predictive
maintenance. And finally, Air Education
and Training Command is fundamentally
transforming our training delivery

So where does all this leave us? Well,
it leaves us with some answers, but
certainly not all of them. We probably
even have more questions that we
just haven’t thought of yet. And that’s
okay. This is a journey… but the clock
is ticking. As CSAF 21 said, we don’t
know when the next conflict will happen
involving US forces, but we have from
now until then to be ready. CSAF 22 has
challenged us to accelerate change, or
we’ll lose. Those sentiments are very
complementary. We don’t know when
the next conflict will happen, but we
must have a sense of urgency to be
prepared, or we will not prevail on terms
favorable to the U.S. So ask yourself,
what are you doing to propel us…
accelerate us… forward?
To help us accelerate, we aligned our
focus on our strategic imperative—
Persistent Mission Generation—
underpinned by Persistent Logistics,
Agile Airmen, Focused Readiness, and

If you are one of our amazing industry
partners, thank you for what you do. You
are as much a part of our team as any
Airman or civilian who serves our Air Force.
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Adaptive Basing. How we do that… well,
that’s the operational art of logistics
and sustainment. We can’t do it alone.
Most good ideas don’t germinate in the
Pentagon; they originate in our wings
and squadrons and Airmen. We need
you focusing your creative energy on
capabilities and methods (the “ways and
means”) that bring Persistent Mission
Generation to life. It is very likely that
someone in this audience has the
missing piece necessary to Enable
Decision Advantage, or the best ways to
get lighter, more deployable, multi-use
equipment like Arcwater. And if you are
their supervisor, free them to imagine…
and experiment… and discover
solutions we need.
As you think through how you can help
accelerate the changes we need to
deter and win, I’ll also implore you to
do something I said the last time we
gathered together for a LOA. It’s really
natural to focus on the here and now,
today’s challenges. But you can’t focus
solely on the down and in… you have to
take time to think, really think, about
tomorrow. Think not just down and
in, but also up and out, for solutions
that benefit many, not just a few. We
need that intellectual capital and your
intellectual curiosity to mature our
thinking and evolve our belief as to
what is possible. Think about it. Write
about it. Share it. If you’re going to
Professional Military Education, or
Air Force Institute of Technology, or a
fellowship, make that your research

project and advance our thinking. Write
short white papers and share them
with your leadership… or send them
to the ER… or send them to me. Allow
those challenges to motivate you to find
solutions that we can implement in time
to make a difference and solidify our
advantages.
If you are one of our amazing industry
partners, thank you for what you do.
You are as much a part of our team as
any Airman or civilian who serves our
Air Force. I’ll leave you with a challenge
or two as well. First, our problems
aren’t a secret. Help us find those

solutions, especially materiel solutions.
Put your Independent Research and
Development in places that help us
solve the wicked problems we face.
Second, ask yourselves how you would
surge to meet the demands conflict
with a peer adversary would require.
Building that capacity now is probably
unaffordable for both of us. Yet, just
as planning is more important than
the actual plan in military operations,
planning for how you would surge to
meet the tempo a peer fight would
require might mean the difference in
meeting an Air Tasking Order against a
determined adversary.

It is good to have you all… us
all… back together again. As you
enjoy this amazing professional
development opportunity, soak
up every scrap of knowledge
you can. Go out of your way
to build your network of
professional colleagues, so you
can leverage each other for the
betterment of our enterprise.

The problems we face are hard, but the innovative spirit required to achieve those lofty goals are
baked into our DNA. We are a Service born from innovation, and it is that spirit of innovation that will
enable us to overcome any challenge ahead. I know you’re up to the task; we’ve seen it. This is our time;
this is our call; and this is our imperative, to make Persistent Mission Generation real. Let’s get after it.
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2022 LOA SYMPOSIUM RECAP

As many of you know, I was responsible
for DOD logistics when I was at the
Office of the Secretary of Defense for
Acquisition, Training, and Logistics
for several years. Logistics is a role I
have some real appreciation for. That
is part of the reason I’m so excited to
be speaking to you today and to share
some of my insights. I would be there in
person if not for logistical constraints
placed on me by the United States
Congress.

SECAF Keynote
By: The Honorable Frank Kendall, Secretary of the Air Force

Keynote Speech at LOA Symposium / March 16, 2022
First and foremost, I want to take the
opportunity this morning to acknowledge
our brave Airmen and Guardians who are
executing the 24/7 movement of cargo and
people around the globe in order to support
deployments, training, and operations. I
truly understand how difficult your jobs
are in today’s environment during a global

pandemic with a hostile authoritarian actor
in Eastern Europe—with significant demands
and resource constraints. Despite these
challenges, you are still executing your jobs
admirably and maintaining our national
security posture. I am awed when I see the
amazing feats our Joint military, civilian, and
industry teams accomplish every day.

Image Above: Secretary of the Air Force Frank Kendall addresses the Logistics Officer Association Symposium in Salt Lake
City, March 16, 2022. Kendall underscored the importance of logistics in executing his operational imperatives. The nonprofit LOA has served as the premier professional development organization for Air Force logistics, aircraft maintenance,
and munitions officers for the last 40 years. (U.S. Air Force courtesy photo by Donna Parry)
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Our Air Force logisticians are often the
unsung heroes of our department, and I
recognize the incredible importance of
what you do every day to ensure our war
materiel and personnel get where they
need to go. And that is no easy task.
As American and partner logisticians,
you are known for getting the details
right. Unlike the aggressor forces we
have been watching for the last three
weeks, you know to take enough food
and fuel with you on an operation, not
to acquire subpar tires, to keep your
equipment maintained—even when
it’s in storage, and to ensure your
vehicles and munitions actually work
when employed. Thankfully, at least
one of our strategic challengers does
not have logisticians with your level of
professionalism.
I had a chance to take a look at the
agenda for the conference, and
I’m impressed with what your LOA
leadership has put together for
you. LOA University has focused on
much of what we should all really

care about: Agile Combat Support,
Logistics Under Attack, and Supply
Chain Risk Management. All three
of these are nested under the seven
operational imperatives that I focused
the Department of the Air Force on, so
please take advantage of the chance to
learn during the events here this week.
You also have time while you’re here
to network and receive mentorship
from other career logisticians and
maintainers. Those connections will
pay back dividends over your career,
because you’re stronger together as
one team than you are working on
your own. Major General Hurry often
emphasizes logistics is a team sport.
We must work together during these
unprecedented times.
At this conference, I also ask you to
find a group of people who challenge
and inspire you. It is only when we
are pushed to our limits that we learn
the true depths, our capabilities, and
strengths. Those challenges not only
make you and your team better, but also
strengthen the department, because
our people are what makes us strong
and able to counter any adversary.
You Airmen and Guardians can solve
those tough problems that keep getting
thrown at us from COVID-19 safety, to
evacuate the Americans and allies from
Afghanistan, to the defense of NATO
and Eastern Europe, to supporting our
operational plans in the Pacific and
around the world. You are the ones
solving those tough tactical problems
every day. Thank you for your service.

Logistics is a team
sport. We must work
together during these
unprecedented times.

By now you may have heard that
my mantra for my time leading the
Department of the Air Force is One
Team—One Fight. I’ve just explained
the importance of working together
as One Team, so let me explain to
you what I think that One Fight is and
the difficulties that lie ahead. We are
challenged by nations like China that
have gained technological competency
extraordinarily quickly and are rapidly
fielding capabilities intended to
defeat the United States and its allies.
Our department must prioritize this
pacing challenge and develop the right
operational concepts, capabilities,
and plans to bolster deterrence and
maintain our competitive advantage.
This challenge is different than what we
may have seen in any previous conflicts
and campaigns, particularly over the
last 30 years. We cannot continue to
think the same as we always have. We
have to change—and quickly. We also
need a sense of urgency that we must
assume a war with Russia or China
could happen at any time.

This challenge is different than what we
may have seen in any previous conflicts and
campaigns, particularly over the last 30 years.
We cannot continue to think the same as we
always have. We have to change—and quickly.
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Nearly 2,000 military
logisticians listen to a
virtual keynote address
given by Secretary of
the Air Force Frank
Kendall at the Logistics
Officer Association
Symposium in Salt
Lake City, March 16,
2022. (U.S. Air Force
courtesy photo by
Donna Parry)

We recently saw President Putin violate
the core principles that uphold global
peace and stability as he invaded
Ukraine. He severely underestimated
the reaction from both the United
States and from our friends and allies
around the world. The NATO alliance
and democracy are stronger now than
they were before he invaded Ukraine.
We must use that momentum to ensure
aggression like that, which has already
caused a catastrophic loss of life and
human suffering, does not happen
again.
I’m sure you’ve all heard my
modernization priorities. And no, it’s
not Russia; it’s still China. China’s our
pacing challenge because no other
country has the same capacity to
combine all elements of power to mount
a sustained challenge to democracy
and a stable and open international
system. Conflict with China also
requires movement across the largest
ocean in the world—about 7000 miles
from California to Taiwan, twice
the width of the contiguous United
States—demanding logistics efforts
unparalleled in almost any previous
conflict or operation.

China’s our pacing challenge because no other country
has the same capacity to combine all elements of
power to mount a sustained challenge to democracy
and a stable and open international system.

Let’s take a few minutes to think about
how we executed logistics during the
Cold War when large scale American
forces were stationed in Western
Europe, prepared for a conventional
invasion of West Germany by the
Soviet Union at any moment, and for
possible escalation to nuclear war.
During the Cold War, we planned for and
frequently exercised the flow of people
and materiel to Europe, conducting
large scale Reforger exercises, which
involved moving full Army divisions
to Europe on an annual basis, both
to exercise and train the force and to
demonstrate our capacity and resolve
to the Soviet Union. In the 70s, ancient
history to most of you, I commanded
an Army battery in Germany and
participated in one of those exercises.
We never had to conduct this operation
during actual hostilities however, and
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the movement of forces was across the
Atlantic to a friendly Western Europe.
Many years later, when I worked in the
Office of the Secretary of Defense, I
was responsible for the logistics of the
withdrawal from Iraq and drawdown
in Afghanistan, and also for the effort
that went into supporting the surge in
Afghanistan, and the response to the
initial success of ISIS in Iraq and Syria. I
directly oversaw the Defense Logistics
Agency, and worked closely with U.S.
Transportation Command and other
organizations that did the tough work
to find and operate relatively secure
routes into and out of remote areas.
I saw firsthand how difficult moving
people and cargo in regions far from
home into a landlocked country can be.
We had to utilize new ways of thinking
to solve the problems of transportation

through contested territories. We had
to change the way we thought and
operated from the 30 years prior to
that. Based on those experiences, it is
clear to me that our servicemembers
and logisticians can adapt in response
to novel challenges. But it’s also
clear that we can’t assume the global
freedom of maneuver we have been
able to take for granted for last few
decades will continue. We haven’t faced
active opposition in the Global War on
Terror. We haven’t dealt with the active
threat of precision guided munitions,
or long-range air-to-air and air-toground weapons, such as those that
China currently has in its inventory. We
will have to be ready to react to these
modern capabilities in the event of a
violent conflict.
Not only do our strategic competitors
have advanced weapons; they
also must be assumed to have
sophisticated, widespread offensive
cyber capabilities. As we see in the
current conflict between Russia and
Ukraine, cyber warfare and information
warfare can be just as important
as traditional kinetic warfare. In
2015, after the Russian invasion of
the Crimean peninsula, Russia used
cyber warfare on Ukraine to test

their capabilities. Suspected Russian
hackers knocked out electrical power
for around 230,000 customers in
western Ukraine. A year later a Russian
hackers executed a similar attack on
government agencies in the Ukrainian
banking system. If you think we aren’t
susceptible to the same types of
attacks, you’re wrong. We can expect
aggressive cyber attacks designed to
deny or, almost as bad, instill distrust in
the logistics information systems you
rely on daily, and thereby disrupt our
ability to produce sorties—to produce
the central air and space combat power
for our nation.
China has capabilities just as good as,
if not better than, Russian capabilities.
Logisticians along with our cyber
operators must protect our equipment
by focusing on rapidly fixing known
vulnerabilities and having an effective
attack response plan, because we know
that our challengers will attack us. I’m
old enough to remember a time during
the Cold War when we didn’t have to
worry about these issues. Now we do.
We must do everything in our power
to increase our chances of surviving
probable cyberattacks when in conflict
with a strategic challenger, like Russia
or China.

I know the Air Force logistics team
that’s here today, including Lieutenant
General Berry and Major General
Hurry, have been part of the team
working the Department of the Air
Force’s seven operational imperatives.
Originally, I recounted all seven of
these imperatives at the Air Force
Association’s Warfare Symposium
a few weeks ago. They all involve
logistics considerations, but today I’ll
just focus on the ones that hit closest
to home for logistics and maintenance
professionals like yourselves. These
imperatives are meant to help guide
our investment decisions to ensure
we accomplish what’s necessary to
provide forces that can deter or defeat
conventional military aggression by a
peer or near peer competitor.
The two stressing cases that we’ll
analyze are possible invasion of
Taiwan and land assault on a NATO
member. We have very real, visible
evidence now that at least one of
those is quite possible, so is the other
one. Both are characterized by high
operational tempos and large numbers
of combatants on each side. In these
scenarios, decisive military action
may take place in a matter of hours,
or conflicts as we are seeing can take

The two imperatives I will speak about
this morning don’t exist in isolation.
In fact, none of the seven exist
independently, and there is a logistics
implication for each of them. But
two have logistics as core concerns.
Those two are resilient forward basing
for tactical aircraft, and our overall
ability to transition from peace to war
against a peer competitor.
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much longer than operational planners
expect. In one case, at least, we know
our adversary has been modernizing
their force with capabilities
systemically focused on the ways they
have learned that we fight. Relevant
to this group, they have watched how
dominant the U.S. military is if we are
given weeks or months to force flow
an iron Mountain of personnel and
equipment into theater.
The two imperatives I will speak about
this morning don’t exist in isolation.
In fact, none of the seven exist
independently, and there is a logistics
implication for each of them. But two
have logistics as core concerns. Those
two are resilient forward basing for
tactical aircraft, and our overall ability
to transition from peace to war against
a peer competitor. For your reference,
the five I won’t talk about much today:
future space over battle, integrated
C3 battle management, moving target
acquisition, and both TACAIR and Global
Strike families of systems.
First, we must define and acquire
optimized, resilient forward basing
for our tactical assets. One of the

dependencies that our competitors
have come to understand and design
forces to attack is our reliance on wellestablished forward tactical bases.
The Department of the Air Force has a
long-standing dependency on a handful
of forward air bases in the Western
Pacific, in Europe, and for that matter
in the Middle East. In all cases these air
bases are at fixed locations and are very
well known. With precision and longrange munitions, as I alluded to earlier,
it’s possible for an adversary to send a
great number of weapons against each
of these assets. The concept that the
Department of the Air Force is pursuing
to address this problem today is called
Agile Combat Employment, or ACE. It’s
the idea that one doesn’t just operate
from an individual fixed base. So, like
bases dispersed in a hub and spoke
concept to provide numerous locations
and make forces more difficult to target
because of their dispersement. Most of
our forward basing is in allied nations
that we are trying to protect and
defend, so it is an absolute requirement
to work with our many allies around the
world to implement and succeed in this
imperative.

Two [operational imperatives] have logistics as core
concerns. Those two are resilient forward basing for
tactical aircraft, and our overall ability to transition
from peace to war against a peer competitor.

Not only must we disperse
our force, we must also
complete logistics,
maintenance, engineering
and force protection
missions while under
multidomain attack.

The ACE concept is absolutely an
important step in the right direction,
but it must be fully defined and
adequately resourced to be successful.
This imperative is analyzing the
operational return on investments in
ACE combined with an optimal mix of
dispersion, prepositioning, hardening,
repair, deception, and active defenses
to ensure the resilience and operational
effectiveness of our tactical air assets.
We will be using quantitative operations
analysis to provide data on the most
cost-effective mix of measures we can
acquire to provide acceptable levels
of resilience—including logistics. This
isn’t a simple problem, and the fact is,
there may be no affordable adequate
solution. Whatever comes from this
effort, you can be assured that the
results will dictate that we devote
more resources than we have in the
past to making ACE and operationally
meaningful reality. Based on the
analysis, we will formulate tangible
resource requests for the POM24 and
FY24 budget in addition to the ones we
are submitting in this budget.
As part of ACE, we need to focus on
conducting logistics while under
attack. Not only must we disperse
our force, we must also complete
logistics, maintenance, engineering
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and force protection missions while
under multidomain attack. The overall
readiness of the Department of the
Air Force to transition to a wartime
posture rounds out my operational
imperatives. This second logistics
intensive imperative is about assessing
the comprehensive ability of our
department to quickly and effectively
transition to war, deploy and support
air and space forces overseas to defeat
aggression thousands of miles from
the United States. To go from a near
standstill, mobilizing forces, move them
into theater, and then supporting them
thanks to the collective success of a
large number of information systems
and supporting logistical/industrial
facilities and infrastructure.
We have never had to mobilize forces
against the cyber and kinetic threats we
might face in a conflict with a modern
peer competitor. This imperative
is analyzing the entire mobilization
and support ecosystem to ensure
it is adequately hardened against
the threats we would expect a peer
adversary to present. They will identify
and prioritize investments we need to
ensure success. To mobilize our Airmen
and Guardians—track them, prepare
them, equip them, get them into the
field—we must have secure networks,
data, and information systems. Beyond
that, it includes our transportation
systems, our logistics systems,
physical security, supply chains…
everything we depend upon to go to
war. There’s a strong allies and partners
aspect to this imperative as well. Our
allies and partners host or provide
the logistics nodes that we’re going
to have to use to go to war, including
considerations like air and sea port
facilities and transportation networks,
as well as the food, water, fuel, and
electricity that we’re going to require in
order to deploy and support our forces.

My impression is a lot of these systems
are arguably an underfunded part of the
enterprise. This has been true despite
the fact that you are at the epicenter
of the risk management and resource
prioritization tradeoffs between
readiness to fight tonight and readiness
to win in a future high-end fight. When
we have uncongested operational
superiority, and the freedom to deploy
globally without significant fear of
interdiction, maybe we could afford
to accept risk by shortchanging
logistics functions. No longer. We all
have to internalize the fact that great
power competition is possible at any
time—that the risk will increase over
time as potential adversaries learn
and become more capable. I need you
to communicate with me and other
department leaders any concerns you
may have about our posture relative to
acceptable readiness levels. I’m always
fighting for more resources to fund the
department’s priorities. To do so I need
the unvarnished truth, backed up by
data, about where we really stand and
where existing trends will take us.

When we have
uncongested
operational
superiority, and the
freedom to deploy
globally without
significant fear of
interdiction, maybe
we could afford
to accept risk by
shortchanging
logistics functions.
No longer.
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The work on these seven imperatives
will inform our resource request and
our resource prioritization; but at the
end of the day, you are the ones who
will ensure we get to where the country
needs. Airmen, Guardians, and industry
must work with a sense of urgency to
meet our operational goals for logistics
and elsewhere. If we want to have
any chance of maintaining American
military superiority in the air and space
domains, we must accomplish this.
Our team of logisticians, maintainers,
and others who enable our Airmen and
Guardians to succeed in any fight must
take the initiative to think broadly,
creatively, objectively, and strategically
to help ensure we get this right.
The symposium theme this year is
Leadership, Innovation, Velocity,
Excellence, or LIVE. Leadership: have
the confidence to speak up when
there is a problem that needs solving.

Innovation: if you see that problem
and you speak up, find a new way to
solve it that might be better than old
ways. Velocity: General C.Q. Brown
always says Accelerate, Change, or
Lose. He’s not kidding, and neither
am I. And Excellence: Airmen and
Guardians know one of their core values
is “Excellence in all we do.” I think what
I have spoken about today covers this
year’s symposium theme.
I remind you all in the room with us with
us today that we don’t have any time to
waste. If you thought we had 30 years,
or 10, or even five, to plan and prepare
for our next conflict, we have no such
assurance. Accelerate your mindset
and your decisions while carefully
utilizing the resources that you do
have today. The Air Force of today is
not the Air Force of 30 years ago, when
we didn’t have peer competitors with
growing nuclear stockpiles and long-

range precision munitions that could
crater overseas airfields and logistics
facilities. We don’t have the privilege
of sitting safely at our deployed base,
not concerned the enemy will hit our
buildings and runways with weapons
from thousands of miles away. We don’t
even have this assurance in CONUS.
We must change the way we execute,
tactically and strategically, to ensure
we protect our assets and our people
from existential threats. We have to
change a mindset that has been in place
for 30 years. Innovate, lead, and do it
fast, with the excellence America has
come to expect from our Department of
the Air Force’s total force team. Change
is hard; losing is unacceptable. One
Team—One Fight. Thank you.

Always modern.
Ever agile.
Modern government
stays ready for the future.

Innovate, lead, and do it fast, with the excellence America has come
to expect from our Department of the Air Force’s total force team.
Change is hard; losing is unacceptable. One Team—One Fight.
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is the 26th Secretary of the Air Force
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equipping the U.S. Air and Space Forces.
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$173 billion, provides Air and Space forces
to combatant commanders for global
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Mr. Kendall has more than 50 years of
experience in engineering, management,
defense acquisition, and national security
affairs across private industry, government,
and the military. He was a consultant to
defense industry firms, non-profit research
organizations, and the Department of
Defense in the areas of strategic planning,
engineering management, and technology
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and was active in the field of human rights,
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What I’ve learned in our Air Force: it takes a whole of
nation approach to be able to get after the things that
we need to do within our Air Force, and so thanks to
everybody who’s here. A big shout out to all of you,
to everybody here who is here to make themselves
better—who is here to grow from this experience.
Thanks for being here and investing in you. Just so that I
can understand the audience that is here, do me a favor,
and if you’ve been in less than five years, I want you to
raise your hand. That’s a pretty good showing. What
about if you’ve been in between 5 and 15 years, raise

your hand. Okay. What about 15 to 20 years? All right,
where’s my 20 and over crowd? Okay, for over 25
years. Yeah, y’all better give those folks a hand clap.
All right, where where’s my retired general? Where’s
my currently serving general officers and retired
general officers? Y’all give them a hand clap too.
So, this speech isn’t really for them. This speech is
really going to be for our under 15 year crowd, and so
if I can just share some things with you—the things
that are on my mind. First of all, again, what an honor
it is to be invited to the LOA Symposium and to share

this stage with a distinguished panel
of speakers including our Secretary of
the Air Force—who I just spoke to briefly
real quick, and he hated he couldn’t
be here in person—to include our very
own [Lieutenant] General Barry, who I
have the opportunity to serve with and
listen to him talk about all the great
things that are going on within the A4,
and the many other senior leaders and
logisticians. I’ll be honest, though, I
am wondering how in the world I got
selected for this very honor, especially
considering I’m just an ops girl. Perhaps
it was because of the great teammates
I have in our maintainer [Career Field
Managers] who thought I just needed
something to do, or perhaps it’s
because of my deep appreciation for
our logisticians and those that fall
under the entire umbrella of the A4.
Regardless of the case, I will tell you
that I am a huge fan for everything that
you guys do every single day.

So, for the past 19 months, I’ve been
very focused on where are we today as
an Air Force as well as the long game.
Where do we need to be? I’ve been very
focused on helping our Airmen of all
ranks, all AFSCs, understand this threat
environment that we find ourselves
in and making sure that our Airmen
understand what, in fact, is at stake. In
fact, when my boss, our Chief of Staff
General Brown, first got in the seat, he
pushed out his eight-page strategic
approach: Accelerate, Change, or Lose.
I’m hoping if you’re an NCO or Senior
NCO, CGO, FGO in this room that you’ve
already taken time to read that eightpage strategic approach. He followed
that with his action orders. And when
the Secretary got in the seat and was
asked what’s on his mind, many of you
know that he shared in our first staff
meeting, and then at AFA, and again,
today—what’s on his mind is China,
China, China.

In fact, I learned about what you
do early in my career as a young
airman assigned to the 74th Fighter
Squadron, way back in the day—29
years ago—when we actually had ops
and maintenance together. Oh, those
were the days. And it was at that point
in my career where I actually started to
really understand the concept of One
Team—One Fight, and I got to see that
in practice. I’ve also learned in the past
29 years of my career to stay on point,
stay on target, stay in my wheelhouse,
and not talk about things that I know
nothing about. And so to that end, I will
open it up and talk to you guys about
the things that are on my mind as your
Chief Master Sergeant of the Air Force—
where I think we are going and how each
of you fits in.

So to that end, what’s on my mind and
on the minds of your senior leaders,
our senior leaders: it’s quite frankly
our competition, and our pacing
threat, and the 2018 National Defense
Strategy. You heard it dubbed Great
Power Competition. You heard it
dubbed Near Peer Competitors. Well,
I might argue in 2022 we don’t have
Near Peer Competitors—we have full
on competitors. And it is a role of each
of us to ask ourselves: what is my role
in this, what is my role in wearing our
nation’s cloth, and ultimately, what is
my role in securing the defense of our
nation? And I have to realize that I know
I’m asking a lot of our Airmen, especially
when many of them joined for different
reasons. In fact, many of you have
heard me talk about the reason why I
joined the Air Force, which was to get
my GI Bill, do four quick years, and I was

going to get out, and I only reenlisted to
pay off my Honda Civic. I realize that, so
it is not lost on me that our Airmen of
today have all joined for very different
reasons. But what they do need to
know—what all of us need to know
today—more now than ever before is the
current threat environment. What is at
stake? And what we can help to ensure
that our Air Force is the Air Force that
our nation needs… now, today, and into
the future.

I might argue in 2022
we don’t have Near
Peer Competitors—
we have full on
competitors. And it is
a role of each of us to
ask ourselves: what is
my role in this, what
is my role in wearing
our nation’s cloth, and
ultimately, what is my
role in securing the
defense of our nation?
The reality is our adversaries are
modernizing fast—and, in some
instances, faster than we are. So I
have to wonder: are we ready? The
Secretary’s operational imperatives
that he spoke about and General
Brown’s action orders have all become
bedrock principles to our Air Force. We
speak that language every single day
on the Air Staff. But we need for those
imperatives—and those calls to action—
to flow down to the unit level along
with the understanding that the high-

Image Above: Chief Master Sergeant JoAnne S. Bass gives her keynote speech at the 2022 LOA Symposium.
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end fight may span across multiple
domains—air, land, sea, space, cyber,
and now information. And I would offer
that if we lose in any of those domains,
we lose period.
If I can put in a quick shameless plug
for those of you guys who have a whole
lot of time on your hands, Air University
released the Journal of Strategic
Airpower. A few weeks ago, I had an
opportunity to write an article in there
entitled A New Kind of War. So, if you
have time on your hands, perhaps you’ll
read about a new kind of war, because it
specifically talks about the information
age that we’re in.
But back to what I’m talking about: the
complexities of future warfare. This
isn’t a thought exercise. This isn’t a
few people’s predictions. This is a fact:
strategic competition is here. And
over the past few weeks, we have seen
Russia reaching out to upend our global
landscape. We’ve seen China looking
for opportunities in crisis to advance
their 100 Year Marathon, inching closer
and closer to asserting themselves as
a world dominant power. And by the
way, China is also watching closely our
response in Europe and learning as the
conflict goes on. We as Airmen must
fundamentally understand that Russia
and China both view the gaps in our
operations as targets of opportunity,
and we have to recognize that we are
serving at a critical time which requires
action.

This isn’t a thought
exercise. This isn’t
a few people’s
predictions. This
is a fact: strategic
competition is here.

The challenges we face today and
the years to come will not be won in a
speech. They’re not going to be won in
a room in the Pentagon. They will not
be won by some program. They will be
solved as [Lieutenant] General Berry
and the Secretary said: by our people
coming together, moving out as one
force, one team, and focusing on one
fight to compete, deter, and to win. And
actually, I’ll rephrase that in a way that
I often do. It doesn’t matter how many
F-35s we have, or the new ISR platform,
or even the newest bomber. If we do
not have the right people, none of that
matters. And that is and always will be—
our people—are our most competitive
advantage. And we can never forget
that.
It’s Airmen like Tech Sergeant Jake
Sullivan, the NCOIC of AGE at Joint Base
Lewis-McChord, who embodies that
advantage. In fact, I think Jake is here.
I met Jake several weeks ago when
we were enjoying Lewis-McChord. It’s
good to see you without a mask brother.
Very cool. You know, I’ll tell you, as I
learned about the accomplishments of
Jake, he was inspired by his time is a
Door Dasher, and he built an equipment
delivery application called Jet Dash.
Not only has this app propelled the
equipment availability rate to 97.5%, but
it’s been pushed forward to our great
teammates and our great innovators
at Tesseract. And in an Air Force
that needs to continually refine and
reevaluate supply chains and logistics,
we need Airmen like Jake that see a gap
and get after it. He saw a challenge in
front of him, and he solved it through
sheer determination. He did not wait for
a policy from the Pentagon to fix this.
He worked with his leadership to get
after it.
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And oh, by the way, in the same way that
we need Airmen like Jake Sullivan, we
actually have to realize that we have
thousands of Airmen like Jake Sullivan,
who are ready to get after it. We also
need leaders like his that supported
him—that resourced him. And while
not every idea might be a home run,
we need leaders that cultivate an
environment where all the Jakes in the
Air Force can thrive. We can also never
forget to realize that it’s our junior
Airmen, our NCOs, our CGOs today,
who will be the senior leaders of our Air
Force tomorrow. In fact, the Airmen
graduating BMT today are going to be
our NCOs in 2030, and the CGOs will be
the leaders in this front row in 2030.
And so the Air Force that they inherit is
being built right now. We have got to get
that right, and that is what matters.
What remains a constant in my mind
is, again, where we are today, where
we need to go, what are the things that
we have to do now to be prepared to
answer our nation’s call, and are we
moving fast enough. We are serving
during a period where we don’t have
time for spectators—in a moment that
all of us have to step into this arena and
get to work. And this arena is where our
adversaries are looking to disrupt us.

One more quick audible on China and
Russia—or any other adversary or
competitor: they’ve been watching us
closely. In fact, they’ve been watching
us closely for the past 30 years. They
know our strengths, they will not play
to our strengths, and they will not fight
a fair fight. It is an imperative that our
Airmen know that, so that they can
be prepared and ready for a time like
this—when they are in the arena. Our
adversaries may come at us sideways—
hit us when we aren’t expecting it.
We cannot afford the luxury of “good
enough today is good enough for
tomorrow.” We have to be serious about
building the Air Force that we need of
2030 today. And that means actively
looking at every process and program
to see if it stands up to the demands our
future Force will place on it. It means
building Airmen who are agile and
can critically think through complex
problems across multiple domains. It
means empowering Airmen to execute
ACE, the way that they know it needs
to be executed, while ensuring mission
effectiveness and readiness. And we
must organize, train, and equip our
Airmen appropriately so that they can
do so.
We need leaders like all of you here
today in this room, who are able to
recognize the challenges that we face
in our logistics and supply chains,
and act on solutions at the speed of
relevance. We need leaders like you
that aren’t going to wait for a solution
to come out from the Pentagon—while
we are the world’s greatest Air Force,
I promise you, you’re going to wait a
long time if you wait for that. We need
to clearly define expectations, share
intent, and where we need to move out
of the way, we just have to move out of
the way and let our people get after it.

From a senior leader side, if there is a
platform or a program out there that
helps our Airmen at all levels get after
it, we ought to be exploring it, we ought
to be smart about it, we ought to make
sure that it makes sense, we ought to
share it with others, and—if it is in the
best interests of the Air Force or of that
community—we need to figure out how
to scale it. If there are tools to enhance
a commander’s decision-making
process, we need to explore that too. If
there are things that allow us to flatten
communications, to better understand
the pulse of the force, our posture, our
readiness, then we need to leverage
those things. If there are opportunities
to sync on the unique capabilities our
Airmen have with the unique demands
of future operations, then we need to
utilize it.
This, ladies and gentlemen, is the time.
This is our time to optimize the power of
our Airmen—the power of the force—to
make sure that we don’t leave any stone
unturned or any path unexplored. This
is not the time for spectators. It is the
time for aggressive exploration into
the unknown. And it is that pioneering
spirit, the spirit and each and every
one of you, that inspires me when I
think about the future of the force. The
Air Force of 2030 is being built today.
It is being built in our squadrons. It’s
being built in our work centers. It is
being built by you. And you will define
the Air Force of 2030. It’s up to those
of us at the Pentagon to support you.
And so with that, thank you again for
the opportunity to speak with you
today—for allowing a simple ops girl to
share some perspective on where my
thoughts are and where we’re going. It’s
truly an honor to serve alongside each
and every one of you. And with that, if
we have time, I’m glad to answer any
questions that we have.

CMSAF recognizes a Civil Air Patrol cadet for
attending the symposium.

The challenges we face today
and the years to come will not
be won in a speech. They’re not
going to be won in a room in the
Pentagon. They will not be won
by some program. They will be
solved as [Lieutenant] General
Berry and the Secretary said:
by our people coming together,
moving out as one force, one
team, and focusing on one fight
to compete, deter, and to win.
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Q&A with Dara Hobbs, LOA CIO
[DH] We as logistics community are
developing a system called BLADE
as our logistics common operating
picture [COP] solution that will help
us posture, sense, and respond to
achieve persistent mission generation.
The question is, what are we doing
to provide command teams a human
weapon system COP, so command
teams can better posture, sense,
and respond to our Airmen’s needs
to ensure they’re ready to execute
persistent mission generation?
[CMSAF] Whatever solutions we
start to bring out to help take care of
our Airmen, we’ve got to really think
holistically on how does it help our
Airmen across the continuum of their
career. We can’t have solutions that
are just helpful in the tech training
environment, we can’t have solutions
that are helpful to just one AOR. But
we’re looking holistically on how do we
support each other to get rid of other
systems that don’t give us the benefit
and the effectiveness that we need
in the future. And how do we actually
have a holistic IT system, or whatever
system, that is looking at our Airmen in
a better way to provide our command
teams and our leaders more decision
space to be able to best utilize Airmen.

[DH] The logistics community—the
Air Force in general—is pushing for
Multi-Capable Airmen. What would you
recommend to help leaders formulate
plans to prevent burnout?
[CMSAF] Here’s what I might offer on
that. You’ve heard my boss General
Brown talk about Multi-Capable Airmen
is really a mindset. And we have to make
sure that we don’t complicate it more
than it needs to be. If you spent time
in a [Contingency Response Group]
or [Contingency Response Wing] or
special ops community, if you are
Guard or Reserve, you’re probably multi
capable. We do have to have some
parameters to that end, and so we have
put it on the career field managers
to start to define what are the basic
parameters that we expect of Airmen
in these AFSCs. Then from that, we’re
going to have a whole lot of other things
and competencies that we put on our
Airmen, and all that’s gravy. But really,
it’s more of a mindset, I would offer,
instead of a check the block, and we’re
still defining what that looks like today.

[DH] What’s one piece of advice you
would give a brand new lieutenant who
is supervising Airmen for the first time?

[DH] Chief, what feedback have you received
from our enlisted force that would better assist
squadron leadership in taking care of their own?

[CMSAF] Well, so all of our LTs get
a lot of advice from their folks. So,
number one advice that they get
from everybody is “Go find you an
NCO, senior NCO, so you just don’t
get embarrassed,” right? That is true.
Here’s what I would offer: credibility
matters. As you’re searching for a
solid NCO or senior NCO that has
experience—because really what you
want to get from that is that experience
that you don’t have—and somebody
who wants to set you up for right…
credibility matters. Make sure that
you’re finding somebody that is going
to give you some sound advice and
perspective to get after. And then I
would tell you, you know, when I look
back at my career at the characteristics
of some of the best leaders that I’ve
had, they were all very humble, like
humble enough to know that they don’t
know everything. So, humility goes a
long way. They were all very competent,
they were all very credible, and they
valued their people and they developed
their people. So, I would offer look for
people who are willing to develop you in
that way.

[CMSAF] You know, our Airmen just want to know
that they’re value added and that they’re part
of the team. And so, to our squadron command
teams, I would say make sure that you’re creating
and cultivating an environment where your Airmen
can thrive. That cannot be a buzzword. We hear
it from our senior leaders all the time, but I’ll tell
you, when I go in to speak to Airmen, leadership
schools, or NCO academies… when I ask them,
“What do you expect from your leaders?” they
said they just want to know that their leaders
care and they’re creating an environment where
every Airmen can actually thrive and be their very
best. And so I would say, for the command teams,
you need to do that. I will also say actually pay
attention to our exit strategies as a service. One
of the things that I read from our exit strategies
as a service—and this isn’t just for the Air Force,
certainly this applies to all the services—but the
number one reason why Airmen decide to leave
the service (enlisted Airmen at least) is squadronlevel leadership. Here’s what I would offer: I
actually don’t think it’s squadron-level leadership
in the sense of a commander or chief. Like, when
I was in the squadron, I didn’t even know who my
squadron commander was, right? To an Airman
growing up, the most important culture within
their environment is their immediate supervisor,
or their teammates around them in the section—
the culture that is right there. So I would offer we
have to figure out how to make sure that we’re
providing the tools for our leadership teams
at every level—supervisor, flight chief, etc.—to
be their best. And we need to empower them,
delegate, and hold them accountable for doing so.
But, you know, we’ve it’s all about leadership. It’s
all about empowerment.

It’s our junior Airmen, our NCOs, our CGOs
today, who will be the senior leaders
of our Air Force tomorrow. In fact, the
Airmen graduating BMT today are going
to be our NCOs in 2030, and the CGOs will
be the leaders in this front row in 2030.
And so the Air Force that they inherit is
being built right now. We have got to get
that right, and that is what matters.

[DH] Restrictive cross training rules drive troops
to go to the Guard or the Reserve who might
otherwise stay. Is there anything in motion to
address this?
[CMSAF] I might reframe that. I actually
Our Airmen just want to
want our Airmen to go to the Reserve
know that they’re value
and the Guard. What I actually am
pretty focused on, and if you looked at
added and that they’re
my Things To Do List, one of them that
part of the team. And
is on there is to try to help get after
so, to our squadron
permeability within the force. And I have
been talking with [Lieutenant] General
command teams, I
Loh and [Lieutenant] General Scobee
would say make sure
on how do we actually, you know, get
that you’re creating
Congress to provide some relief on
how we manage the talent within the
and cultivating an
United States Air Force. Like, we’ve got
environment where your
to be able to have the policies in place
Airmen can thrive.
where our Airmen can go from Guard,
Reserve, Active Duty, you know, various
times throughout their career, and it’s
not an act of Congress. So, I would say that,
with respect to cross training… again, this is not
very popular, maybe, to your maintenance CFMs
[Career Field Managers]. I’ve worked on them
enough, but I talked to all of the CFMs in the end
of January, and here’s what I told them: “I need
you to let your people go.” Like, once they’ve
done their first enlistment, let your people go.
Play the long game. Chances are if Airmen are
serving in a capacity where they see themselves
and they’re passionate about, they might actually
stay in. And I can appreciate from a Career Field
Manager perspective, you got to balance the
health of the force, first and foremost, but we’re
gonna have to balance that with playing the long
game and having strong experienced NCOs in
our Air Force. And so to that end, I encourage all
of our CFMs… start to think the long game, and
let’s try to get our people into AFSCs that maybe
they’re passionate about. That also requires us
to start to really get left of this—as we’re looking
at recruiting people—to get them playing to their
strengths and align them appropriately.

With respect to cross training … let your people go. Play the long
game. Chances are if Airmen are serving in a capacity where they see
themselves and they’re passionate about, they might actually stay in.
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[DH] Chief, you’ve highlighted a new program that
helps us get after a psychological safety called
Fortify the Force. Could you tell us more about it?
[CMSAF] Absolutely. At CORONA, myself and Chief
Towberman from the Space Force were asked to
give a “pulse of the force” brief to our four stars and
our three stars. And we thought long and hard about
that. And the reality is, I can sum up kind of the
pulse of the force in a few minutes, and the pulse
of the force is generally good. Like, our Airmen will
do anything that they need to do to make sure that
the mission happens. You’ve seen that throughout.
Our airmen will do whatever things they need to
do to make sure that the mission happens—but
our Airmen are tired. And so we had to address
the elephant in the room, which at that time was
“Where is our mental health, where’s our mental
wellness, and how do we make sure the force is
mentally fortified, if you will, to be able to continue
being their very best.” So we presented that at
CORONA Fall, and the Secretary of the Air Force
and our senior leaders slapped the table and said,
“You know what, let’s figure out how do we make
sure that we’re getting after lines of effort so that
our Airmen can be most resilient and we can build
their mental wellness.” And we knew that would
not be a program that came from the Pentagon
down, but it would come from the grassroots up.
So myself and Chief Towberman are championing a
barrier analysis working group that started off with
about 12 people—it’s up to 50 people before we even
announced it to the field—of Airmen and Guardians
and family members, for Airmen, Guardians, and
family members. And this group by the way, which
I’m pretty excited about, are GS-15s, to Colonels,
to Airman Basics—in fact, a maintenance officer is
leading the charge on that with the defender chief—
and a whole bunch of other people that are helping
to come up with lines of efforts that we in fact,
sometimes don’t see. What are the policies that are
impacting our Airmen and not allowing them to go
to mental health, because there’s a stigma. What
are some of the other things that we can do to help
get after resiliency, like having apps available to our
Airmen. So there’s a lot of stuff that we can do. The
Fortify the Force Initiative Team is going to drive
some of those things. We’ve cut the bureaucracy
out of there, because myself and Chief Towberman
will champion that team, and will actually get after
some actionable things to help us become a more
fortified force.

[DH] Is there a plan to better equip us
for physical readiness with a focus on
preventive care versus post-incident care
(e.g. chiropractic care)?
[CMSAF] So, how do we get left on
physical readiness and physical fit—like,
it means that we actually have to have
physical fitness as part of our lifestyle
and not just something we do for a PT
test, right? Like, that requires us to be
deliberate about the time that we have
and get after that. So, I would say that
physical fitness is a mindset and one that
we need all of our Airmen to get after.
Again, it’s not just about passing a PT test;
it’s about being deliberate about the care
for the physical aspect of Airmen Fitness.

Physical fitness is
a mindset and one
that we need all of
our Airmen to get
after. … It’s not just
about passing a PT
test; it’s about being
deliberate about the
care for the physical
aspect of Airmen
Fitness.
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Figure 1

[USAFE] The yellow stars [Fig. 2],
you can see, are the MOBs—the main
bases—we have posted in my AOR.
[PACAF] And then you’ve got ours
[Fig. 4]. So out in the Pacific we’re
heavily focused right now on the
distribution network and working
with INDOPACOM, and our service
components, and partners on
building that distribution network
to come, and this is what we have to
operate… all the way from Alaska, into
Korea, and everything in between.

Perspectives from the C-MAJCOMs
By: Brigadier General George T.M. Dietrich III, USAFE-AFAFRICA/A4
& Brigadier General Sean K. Tyler, PACAF/A4

Keynote Speech at LOA Symposium / March 16, 2022
[USAFE] Alright, so first of all, I’ve got to say, you
know, they tell senior leaders their number one job is to
create the next generation of leaders that will replace
them. Jay [Kalin] took that task literally. Jay, I’ve been
so impressed with Hunter [Kalin], man. You’ve raised a
great leader. Alright, the second thing I’ve got to say,
as I look out over this audience, is I can see exactly
why it’s logisticians that make this Air Force so great.
The determination I see out there… the determination
that got you out here on Friday, the last day of the
conference—oh, by the way, the morning after St.

Patrick’s Day celebrations—it’s that kind of determination
that I know will be able to overcome any challenge we’ve
got to face here. And that’s what we’re going to be talking
about a little bit. Some of the challenges we face here in
the theater.
So first of all, the slides you see, that’s probably the most
words you’re going to see on any of the slides we show,
first of all, so we’ll go easy on your eyes this morning.
Second of all, our intent is to kind of get through this as
quickly as possible and really let this be a discussion led
by you and the kinds of questions you have.

Image Above: USAFE-AFAFRICA and PACAF Directors of Logistics,
Engineering, and Force Protection on stage at LOA 2022
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Okay, so here’s what we’re talking
about today: Europe and the Pacific
[Figure 1]. Not really consequential,
right? The SECAF says China, China,
China, and if you open your phone
right now, I guarantee it says Russia,
Russia, Russia. So this is this is actually
pretty timely. So first, we’re going to
do some comparing and contrasting
between the two theaters. This is mine
[Fig. 2]. Blue is NATO. It’s an alliance,
agreement of partnerships, great
integration between our militaries and
our air forces. The greens are friendly
countries. The orange obviously is
conflict, and the red’s where we’ve got
some issues. But you’ll also notice that
you can get from just about any point on
this map to any other point on this map,
by driving if you had to. In contrast,
Shawn….

have tremendous partners out in
the Pacific, too, and a long, storied
history of working together—which is
a big part of our effort—but certainly
reliant upon air and sea, as we’ve
talked about earlier in this week, to
get our job done and do contested
logistics.

[USAFE] Now, this is probably
where the where the difference
is most shown [Fig. 2]. [Red dots]
notionally are a representation of
usable airfields that I have in my
theater—places where, when we talk
about ACE, where we could do some
dispersed ops. Notice, almost all of
them are in those blue countries that
are alliances of ours, and we’ve got
them from the rear all the way up to
what we’re using in today’s fight right
up against that Eastern Front. Again,
almost every single one of those dots
can be connected by a road.

Figure 2

[PACAF] Good morning, everybody.
And this one’s mine [Fig. 3]. And yeah,
we don’t have the luxury of driving out
this way, and it’s good to see our Royal
Australian Air Force partners here
today. That’s Eurasia and imposed
over the ocean there, and you can see
the distance that we have there. We
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[PACAF] So for us, I think the benefit of
going here on Friday is we’ve had a lot of
discussion this week, and y’all have heard
from a lot of different folks, and I think
Admiral Walsh gave the best overview of
why we care about China that I’ve seen
to date, if you saw that the other day.
And so for us, it’s about Agile Combat
Employment… it’s not something we
want to do; it’s something we have to do.
So you see here once again, notional, we
have locations out in the Pacific [Fig. 4,
red dots]. And if you do your World War II
history and back, many of these airfields,
these islands, were used back then, and
can be used today, and need to be used
in the future. So we use the Agile Combat
Employment concept to move around and
position those. It’ll be a big part of what we
talk about as we go through this today on
how we’re going to do contested logistics
in this theater.
[USAFE] So I look at this and no matter
how challenging my job gets, I thank myself
that I am not him, because he’s got it a
lot harder. Right? So what we’ve done is
we’ve set the scene for you showing what
a lot of the differences are between the
two theaters and those challenges. Where
we’re going to transition to now is where
a lot of the similarities are. And that’s our
requirements for how we get after this.
The main way we do this, and it’s not just a
catchphrase, it really is persistent mission
generation. All right, what that means to
my boss: in today’s fight, it means that the
pointy nose aircraft can take off with the
smaller pointy nose things under its wings,
or in its bays, and execute its mission. And
so everything we’ve talked about this week
at LOA, everything is to enable that. That’s
the very pointy end of the spear. That’s why
we do it all; it’s to execute that airpower
mission at the pointy end of the spear. So,
we’re going to get back and we’re going to
talk logistics stuff, and setting the theater,
and basing, and stuff like that. I’d ask us
all to keep in mind that that’s what we’re
doing: we’re enabling that pointy end of
the spear. So here’s where we start with
requirements [Fig. 5].

Figure 3

Figure 4

It’s about Agile Combat Employment…
it’s not something we want to do; it’s
something we have to do.
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[PACAF] When I arrived at PACAF
over a year ago, my boss said the
same thing. He said, “Shawn, it’s about
logistics, this fight out here.” He’s very
focused, and my counterparts—my
A3, A5/8 brothers—it’s the same thing.
It’s been really refreshing to see from
those two communities, they can tell
our logistics story, as well as if not
better than I can over the last couple
of decades. They’ve grown up with us,
and we saw that I think on the stage
yesterday for the Theory of Constraints
with the operational leadership that
was up here. So it’s really refreshing.
And logistics under attack… my boss
looks to us in the A4 combat support
entity. He values pre-positioning, and
he values how hard and challenging
our task is. So one thing we’ve done…
I think, when you look at a task this
dynamic, you can get caught up and a
little bit frustrated about how you’re
going to tackle this. I would offer
that we’ve kind of just gone back to
the basics—the basics of planning
and preparation, good old fashioned
operational planning—to get after this.
And you know, one analogy, we’ve
talked a little bit of sports this week
with the basketball going on. But if you
want to use a football analogy, there’s
a college football coach—I won’t name
his name—but he’s quoted as saying
some think that when you’re in the heat
of the battle, you will rise to the level
of your competition, or your capability.
But in fact, what he says is you don’t do
that; you fall to the level of your training
and preparation. So we’re doing a lot of
detailed work. And what you see in front
of you is a notional airfield [Fig. 5]. And
so out in the Pacific, what we’re looking
for is 9000 foot runways—not one, but
two; multiple taxiways; parking ramps;
lollipops off of those parking ramps;
areas we can operate. If you go back
and look at the World War II footage

Figure 5

Figure 6

Figure 7
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and photos from the aerial views on
these islands, you’ll see that there are
a tremendous number of airfields that
are out there today. Some of them are
not being used. Some of them we don’t
have access to. And some of them we
do. We want to do some work on those
airfields to enable ACE… to enable us to
do our plan.
[USAFE] Across the top, you’ll see one
of the ways that we kind of break this
up in USAFE by level of infrastructure
at bases. So what you’re seeing here
[Fig. 5], it’s a suitable runway. It’s got
some ramp space, it’s got a taxiway,
but that’s about it. That falls in what we
call in USAFE the Delta and the Charlie
category of airfields. And there are
plenty of those. But to be honest, we’re
not really focused on those. That’s
just too long a haul, and it’s too much
investment that we don’t have to get
after that. And in my theater, we don’t
have to, because we’ve got plenty of
other choices.
[PACAF] So we’ve been working on
that effort just to plan. The [A3, A4,
A5/8] and PACAF have formed a general
officer decision board on ACE, and we
meet every month. And we’ve basically
just outlined the key objectives we
want to get after. So, China’s playing
the infinite game, and we’re thinking
infinite game also, but we want to know
what are we going to get done this year?
Like what are the things we can do, our
shortlist, to get done? So we’re just

good old fashioned objectives, what
is our desired outcome, what are our
tasks, and what can we get after.
One of the first things we did was we
went to our [A3] and said we need to
do some ACE site surveys at locations.
Now we’ve been to all these pieces
of land. We, INDOPACOM. We, the
components. We, our partners. But
we need to get there with a different
lens—with an ACE lens. So what we’ve
started doing is building placemats and
this is somewhat representative of the
placemat [Fig. 6]. Now we’re building
them with PowerPoint—so to the data
analytics and discussions we’ve had on
BLADE earlier this week, we definitely
are working on that too, to bring that
forward so we don’t have to build
things—but we’re building placemats.
We’ve had some engineers on our team
doing this. So what you see in front of
you here: we’ve got a site survey plan,
we’re out there right now; and our
exercise program, we’re using that as a
catalyst to do that. And we’re going out
at each airfield.
In the PACAF theater, we have this
thing called Regional Base Clusters,
so we have clusters of bases. And
we have a concept: Regional Base
Cluster Prepositioning [RBCP]. So that
is essentially what WRM, war reserve
materiel, what mission equipment,
and what future RDTE—new stuff that
we need—what is it, and where can we
put it ahead of time to support mission

Some think that when you’re in the heat of
the battle, you will rise to the level of your
competition, or your capability. But in fact,
what he says is you don’t do that; you fall to
the level of your training and preparation.
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generation. And that’s what you see
in your top corner there, the triangle.
You’ve got airlift: it’s going to bring in
with the units and the stuff we need and
TPFDD. But we need to place stuff at
these hubs and spokes, pre-positioned,
to take the pressure off the TPFDD and
the OPLAN. Because quite frankly, as
we’ve heard from speakers this week, if
we wait for the OPLAN and the TPFDD
to kick off, and stuff to move, it’s going
to be too late. We don’t have that luxury
in the Pacific.
So in that RBCP, we are building out
everything we need, like down to stock
number level, and doing research to see
what can be bought. And we’re working
with Air Force Materiel Command,
many partners with industry, and
laying that out and communicating that
requirement, if you will, back to the
big Air Force Corporate Structure, so
that if and when we do get funding… if
and when we start buying equipment
for the Pacific to the level we need,
we need to be able to place it. So what
you see there is the beginning of a
placement around an airfield to best get
after things—and that includes the full
combat support. It’s your engineering,
your airfield damage repair, it’s going
to be defense of the installation—our
defenders, and it’s going to be the stuff
we need to support maintenance and
operations.
[USAFE] Yeah, so the USAFE equivalent
to PACAF’s RBCP is DABS or DABSFEV, as you may have heard it called.
To be perfectly honest, DABS was the
requirement built to get after those
Delta and Charlie airfields that you saw
on the last slide, to support a plan that
didn’t take into account cooperation
with our NATO alliances. What we’re
looking at more closely now is using
these airfields in alliance with our
partners so we can, kind of, cut those
requirements quite a bit. So DABS is a
necessary requirement to get after the

worst case scenario, but we’re going to
do a little bit of restructuring on those
to see if we can pull some of that stuff
forward to these locations… to set
that out. One more thing that’s really
important to my boss, is if the pointy
nose thing is going to take off with
little pointy things underneath it, they
want to have those aircraft arresting
systems.
[PACAF] So this is representative of
an end state [Fig. 7]. It’s an airfield
that has a combination of MILCON
(military construction) development,
and then you’ll see some ACE
development around that. I want to
take a few minutes to talk about that.
So while we definitely want to invest
in infrastructure, and have been in
the Pacific, and need to at locations,
we don’t necessarily need…. If you
build the typical bulk fuels location,
munition storage, you put all your
people together, we know by what we’ve
seen this week, and talked about just in

the open, that stuff will get attacked.
We’re counting on that being attacked
and losing significant amounts of that.
So we’ve got to disperse at that airfield
in conjunction with the build out. So
what you’ll see here is… I’ll use POL
[petroleum, oil, and lubricants] as an
example. We still want the bulk fuel, but
we want bladders. Right? And we may
not just want the 10 that we think we
may need, maybe we need 20, 25, or 30
around the airfield spread out. Do they
all have to have fuel in them? Maybe not,
so CC&D, camouflage, concealment,
and deception. Do our people need to be
all in the same area of the installation
when they bed down? Probably not.
So I think some of this ACE thing, agile
combat employment, the scheme of
maneuver, there’s a big culture piece
with ACE too. And I think all of us that
have come through our careers, and we
had the luxury of having air superiority
and not going against a peer. We’re
not going to have that in the future. So
we’ve got to think differently.

If we wait for the OPLAN and the TPFDD to kick
off, and stuff to move, it’s going to be too late.
We don’t have that luxury in the Pacific.

A bulk of what we’re doing in the Pacific,
too, is while we’re working the MILCON
investment, we’re looking at less than
the military construction level to do
some build out with our engineers.
What can we do on the money we do
have? We’ve been working with the
Air Force Civil Engineering Center,
the Seabees, the other services in
the AOR. I’ll use one example. There’s
an installation location outside of
Andersen Air Force Base that we
essentially own, and we’re going to use
that as a prototype. And we’re going to
build out this. So we’re going to bring
the second runway back to life—it’s
grown over. We’re going to build parking
ramps with our organic PACAF assets
combined with Red Horse… with the
engineers using less than MILCON
authority.
Our big constraints are environmental.
That’s probably the number one
piece. I think we’ve learned too. In the
CENTCOM AOR we’ve had some luxury,
in some cases, of not having all of the
laws or some of the things we have to
follow as we did those efforts. And I
think we’re selectively looking at what
waivers, what exemptions, can we get
in the Pacific. Because we can’t do this
slow. We’ve seen what China’s doing.
They’re going really fast. And we need
to go really fast, too, with a sense of
urgency. So that’s some of our other
constraint there.
On the RBCP stuff I mentioned; when I
got to PACAF, I was curious, what is this
RBCP I hear about? What is this? We
keep hearing about RBCP. And we talk
about it like we already have it. Well,
in a way we kind of do. We have WRM;
we have equipment; we have vehicles.
So the first task for the team was: let’s
stop talking about the future concept
of RBCP—of how we want to buy all of
it kitted, we want to put it in places—
and let’s just first look at what we
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have. What can we move around in the
theater with the stuff we have today,
and what can we use better? And then
also lay out what we need by hub and
spoke location. How many RBCPs do we
need, and let’s work back with AFMC in
the Big Air Force and work to try to put
some of that out there.
[USAFE] Yeah, so Shawn kind of
mentioned it. Much to his chagrin, the
last time Putin acted up in our theater
Congress gave us a bunch of money
called EDI [European Deterrence
Initiative]. And we’ve used that really
aggressively and judiciously to get after
a lot of these requirements. I’d love to
take you all to one of our sites in the
Baltics, or to Poland, some of the work
we’ve done in Romania, to see some of

There’s a big culture piece with ACE too.
And I think all of us that have come through
our careers, and we had the luxury of
having air superiority and not going against
a peer. We’re not going to have that in the
future. So we’ve got to think differently.
this stuff. But again, this requirement
isn’t something that has to be a huge
investment. We’ve got NATO military
airfields that already kind of meet this
standard. Commercial airports are on
the list as well. But as I said EDI has been
invested over the last couple of years
to really kind of build out this capability.
Alright, so I think we’re out of slides.

A-10s Land on Michigan State Highway: A special tactics operator from the 24th Special Operations Wing guides an A-10
Thunderbolt II from the Michigan Air National Guard’s 127th Wing as it lands on a closed public highway Aug. 5, 2021 at Alpena,
Mich., as part of a training exercise during Northern Strike 21. The joint training event tested part of the agile employment
concept. ACC is evolving its organizational structures, warfighting concept of operations, force presentation and generation
models, and how it prepares its Airmen to ensure they are ready for a battlespace that is vastly different than what they have
experienced over the past two decades. (U.S. Air Force photo by Staff Sgt. Ridge Shan)
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[PACAF] I would just say one last thing
on this. As we go forward: contested
logistics, right? How are we going to
do logistics when it’s contested? So I
think what I’ve tried to articulate is…
it’s the basics, right? We need Airmen
who are really steeped in what they do.
We’ve talked about innovation building
on top of that, but we need folks that
are really good. MCA for us in PACAF
started off very specifically. At these
island hub and spoke locations, you’re
only going to have what you have there.
So folks are going to have to be able
to do a little more, and that was the
MCA for us. I think as we go forward,
there’s a huge sense of urgency across
our whole enterprise. The A4’s Basing
and Logistics Enterprise Strategy, this
patch you see some of us wearing…
we’ve laid out what we need to get
after as an A4 community working with
the [A3] and [A5/8], and that’s kind of
the start of this piece. So to do the
contested pieces, we know its detailed
operational planning, it’s our concepts
of employment we built, and it’s the
work we need to do.
And then I guess, before we go to the
Q&A, it’s about competition. We’re
talking a lot here about conflict. We
don’t ever want to get to that conflict
in the Pacific, because it will be a bad,
bad day for everybody if that happens.
So we’re competing each and every day,
and INDOPACOM right now is putting
the foot to the gas and pressing really
heavily and saying, “Let’s go. Let’s do
a lot in the first island chain. Let’s go
on the second island chain.” So we’re
getting after it each and every day.
And that goes back to using logistics
as a deterrent and as an enabler to get
after persistent mission generation.
So we don’t want to get there; we want
to compete. But our real challenge on
doing this is how do we do that when we
have all the competing equities across
the world? And our task with Taiwan is

ACE is a scheme of maneuver. It’s not the
skills, it’s not the equipment, it’s not the
capability, it’s the scheme of maneuver. And
if you look back at our contrast slides on the
environments, the theaters, it’s perfectly
natural that our two theaters were to have
different scheme of maneuvers to get after
our near peer competitor.

an away game in a really hostile area.
It’s an away game. It’s an unbelievable
task to do what we are going to do as a
nation. So that’s part of our challenge
I think, as logisticians, is how do you
do this before the burning platform
happens? Now some will argue that the
burning platform has already happened,
I think, as Admiral Walsh talked about
yesterday, but how do we really
recognize that? We talk about it. We
talk about China, China, China, but have
we really realized that? You know, after
9/11, after Pearl Harbor, we mass our
forces and go. Well, some will say that’s
already happened. But have we massed
to the same level in the Pacific that we
need to get?
[USAFE] We have really just touched
on the very tip of the iceberg of this
subject, and both [Brigadier] General
Tyler and I could go a lot deeper
on a whole bunch of concepts—
operationalizing WRM, using it as a
deterrent, MCA as a part of this—but
we’d really be more interested… rather
than us trying to tell you what we think
is most important to you, is hear from
you. The little countdown clock here
says 9 minutes, 40 seconds, but my
watch says we started an hour early,
so we would be happy to take as many
questions as you guys forward to us.
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Q&A with Dara Hobbs, LOA CIO
[DH] Gentlemen, I will start with: specifically in the
European Theater, with current events and Ukraine, are we
paying attention, watching, gathering information, to see
how things are playing out now and where we can glean
information for lessons learned and future activities?
[USAFE] Yes. I wish that in this
environment I could share with you the
things that I’m seeing every morning
on a daily basis, but I can’t. I can tell
you in general, though, that this has
been a great learning experience for
us. And you can pick up a lot of this
on, you know, the open-source news
and stuff like that. We’re learning a
lot about Russia’s capabilities, and I
guess the bottom line is, we’re feeling
a little bit more confident than we were
maybe six months ago. The challenge
in our theaters… six months ago, our
concept was we do this, we do ACE,
we operationalize WRM, and we do all
that as a deterrent. And right now, it’s
not really about deterrence. It’s a little
bit about deterrence. It’s more about
assurance for our NATO allies, but it’s
also a truly authoritarian figure who’s
centralized all decision making at that
point, who’s probably not waking up
happy every morning. And you ask a
hundred different Putin experts what
Putin is going to do, and you’re gonna
get a hundred different answers. So our
focus has shifted a little bit more away
from deterrence to preparedness for
what could potentially come next.

[PACAF] Dutch, if I could jump in
there. We’re hoping China… and we
know they’re watching this. Some
will say from a logistics standpoint,
interoperability is really important with
our allies and partners. And I think one
of the value-added pieces in the Pacific
is going to be that allies and partners.
China doesn’t have a lot of friends. We
do. We need to leverage that. So if you
look at what’s happening in Dutch’s AO
right now, Russia has pissed off a bunch
of people and brought a lot of people
together, hopefully in the intent on
competition, not to get there. Certainly
the Airmen that you saw at Eielson that
were up here: they’re being watched,
and all the stuff that Eielson and that
wing is doing is definitely helping us,
too. But I think the allies and partners
piece will be a lesson learned out of
this.
[USAFE] I’ll add one more thing on that.
I think in every single developmental
education level that I’ve been through,
one of the topics of discussion was
“Is NATO still relevant?” And I think
that was a topic of discussion just a
year ago. Is NATO still relevant? And
talk about a pendulum swing. I mean,
Germany earlier this week signed up for
billions more Euro into their defense
industry, which is something that hasn’t
happened since 1933, maybe.

One of the value-added pieces in the
Pacific is going to be that allies and
partners. China doesn’t have a lot of
friends. We do. We need to leverage that.
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[DH] This question is for [Brigadier]
General Tyler: I don’t see Diego Garcia
on your map. Who owns logistics for
Diego Garcia when we have to do ACE or
send a Bomber Task Force out there?
[PACAF] I learned a long time ago as
an A4 that, “Yes, that’s me.” Right? If
it’s not the [A3], it’s the [A4]. But yes,
that’s us in PACAF and Diego Garcia,
and that’s a challenge too. We run that
out of Anderson. One of our units that’s
assigned under the 36th Wing takes care
of Diego. Diego is managed by the Navy
from our perspective as the lead there,
but that is us. And when we support
our teammates, and we’ve got Global
Strike here and AMC, and when we go
to locations like that, we’re responsible
for those logistics from an INDOPACOM
standpoint. We work closely with general
Bell’s teammate, if we’re talking bombers.
And that is a task for us out there: what
do we have at Diego? Not much. Right?
What do we need to put there when we
have a mission set in there? And what
can we essentially preposition there to
hopefully minimize what we’re bringing all
the way over there. So Diego is definitely
a PACAF piece. It may have not shown up
on the map, and there’s other places that
didn’t show up on the map, but they’re
there and they’re ours to support. I have
not been to Diego, and that’s the other
piece of traveling across PACAF. I’ve
gotten to everywhere at this point, all our
MOBs, but have not been to that location
yet. I’ve not been to Australia yet. That
was on my bucket list too, but wasn’t able
to get there.

[DH] It seems every MAJCOM is working
towards their own concept of ACE and
how our missions will be conducted
in your theaters, yet it seems that
everyone is creating these plans in our
own bubbles without enough crosstalk?
How are you working with the other A4
force providers to direct requirements
as they come up with their own plans?
[PACAF] We have the ACE General
Officer Steering Group. A few years
ago, back in a previous Air Staff—maybe
two Air Staff jobs ago—this ACE thing
was starting up. And at the staff we’re
like, “What is this ACE thing PACAF is
doing? And others?” And I’ll be quite
honest with you, I’m not sure at the
Air Staff level we wanted much to do
with that. You know, we had a lot of
responsibilities, things we were looking
at. And so essentially what happened is
the MAJCOMs said, “We’ve got it, we’re
gonna take it, we’ll start developing it.”
So the MAJCOMs formed together and
started working the development of
ACE and we’re several years into that.
And I’ll tell you, in that Air Staff job we
knew it was something when we started
getting tasked up from the MAJCOMs.
So I think the cross coordination that’s
going on is real—it’s very active. And
ACE is specific in PACAF. We have a
specific meaning for ACE in PACAF,
right, that scheme of maneuver and
why we’re doing it. And I’ve learned a lot
over this past year operationally on why
we have to do it, and what we have to do
to win. As the Air Forces were designing
the future Air Force 2030 and beyond—
which is all really good—in open
testimony, the INDOPACOM commander
testified 2027 is when we expect China
to go on Taiwan… or earlier than that. If
that happens, and we’re not successful
in competing, how do we do that? ACE
is our answer. We built a concept of

employment within PACAF, we shared
that within PACAF, with our wings—and
this was an F-22 unit, how would we do
a hub and spoke with just one MDS…
try to figure that out. We offer that
up to the rest of the Air Force. All the
MAJCOMs are building theirs, and we’re
working together. We have a heck of a
lot more work to do on that front. But
that’s how we’re doing. It’s a continual
dialogue, where we’re taking those
objectives and trying to build that out.
And MCA is a part of that also.
[USAFE] I think the key point there is
a reminder that ACE is a scheme of
maneuver. It’s not the skills, it’s not
the equipment, it’s not the capability,
it’s the scheme of maneuver. And if
you look back at our contrast slides
on the environments, the theaters,
it’s perfectly natural that our two
theaters were to have different
scheme of maneuvers to get after
our near peer competitor. Where we
need to work together to make sure
we have some level of standardization
and cooperation is on those skills,
those capabilities, that equipment.
Things like MCA. An airman can PCS
from USAFE to PACAF into a different
scheme of maneuver for how it will be
executed, and that’s fine as long as the
skills that they’re expected to be able
to produce in support of that scheme
of maneuver don’t change. And I don’t
think we’re there yet. I think we’ve got
a lot of work to do there. I’m not sure
that if an Airman PCSs from one USAFE
base to another USAFE base, that their
expectations in support of ACE would
be standardized. So that’s definitely
something we need to continue to get
after, and I saw some encouraging
things in the discussions just during the
AETHER Sprints here.

[DH] We’ve seen many new initiatives
over time. How do we keep the ACE and
Regional Base Concept from becoming
just another idea?
[PACAF] I think it starts with
leadership, and we’re fortunate right
now. From the very high levels of the
nation down, we have that leadership
and focus. And that’s what I think we
need to do. And I think the Airmen
piece that we saw here this week,
the core at the lowest levels, that’s
going to be how we take this forward.
Things like Tesseract, and that idea,
and that concept that is now what you
see before you today. I do agree with
General Hurry’s point earlier about
the real task is not necessarily to have
the idea, whether it’s a RBCP or some
other concept, but it’s how do you get
it across our Air Force? And how do you
fight against that bureaucracy but also
not make it a bureaucracy. I think that’s
up to each and every one of us, from the
Airman up to us, on not letting RBCP
become something else, or something
on the side. But we have to keep that
focus on, and it’s the China piece. Now, I
will say China and Component-MAJCOM
PACAF, it’s not all about INDOPACOM
and China, right? There’s connections
across all the combatant commands;
there’s connections across all my
fellow MAJCOM A4s. So it’s not just all
about us. So even things like ACE in the
previous question, it’s probably okay
that it’s a little bit different in Global
Strike or AMC, because we’re building
to be more resilient—being able to be
agile—as we do the contested logistics
fight. So I’d like to think it’s all about us.
But it’s probably not all about us.
[USAFE] And I’ll actually tie this back to
the first question you asked me. What’s
going on right now, in our theater, really
validates the ACE concept. Because
you’re right. I mean, we’ve talked about
it in theory and how this is the way to go
up against our near peer competitors.
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[USAFE] But we’ve got a laboratory
going on right now where we’re seeing
our near peer competitor, and what
capabilities they have, and how they
conduct their operations. And we’ve
seen a country that we’ve spent a little
bit of time over the last decade training
in that country and training them on
their capabilities. And we’ve seen how
the Ukrainians are actually using ACE
concepts to still be in this thing over
three weeks later. So that’s a really,
really good validation of this concept.
[DH] How do you see the flightline of
the future, paperless forms, and WiFidependent TOs working in a contested
environment that requires ACE?
[PACAF] We’ve got a lot of work to do I
think, in the uncontested environment,
to get to flightline of the future. And
let’s keep working on that. The 5G, doing
it at Hickam, as a test in other locations.
Let’s get to where we can go to a
different base and plug in our CAC card
and have access right away. Let’s get
to where our F-35s from Eielson can go
to Iwakuni, a tremendous Marine Corps
Air Station, and plug in right away with
their ALIS, and before ALIS get access
and be able to operate. So let’s keep
working on the good areas we have—
those that have infrastructure—let’s
keep working through all those lines
and bureaucracy and what we need
to do to get that and the technology.
Because we need to get that for our
Airmen, right. In many cases, I travel
out and see we are not flightline of the
future in our locations. We want to be;
we’re not there yet. Some places we’re
getting there. So let’s keep working on
it in the main locations. And then I think
we’ve got a task for ourselves to figure
out how do we do that in our clusters?
How do we do that in our main bases,
forward bases, CSLs as you saw earlier,
when that isn’t available. Because in
many cases, it won’t be available. So we

need to plan for that. I know when I first
came in the military, you’d hear postpost from a supply perspective. What
is that post-post for the future? I’m not
sure it’s the same post-post of 27 years
ago. We’re going to need your help to
figure out what does that really look like
if we don’t have that connectivity?
[USAFE] I couldn’t agree more. We’ve
got a long ways to go to increasing
those capabilities right now at our
bases, and as we move forces around
in our deterrence mode. But persistent
mission generation means that we’ve
got to be able to launch that jet, even if
we’re contested in the cyber domain.
So the way we mitigate that risk is we
draw down that risk on the front end
with things like predictive maintenance,
so that the jets that we send forward to
drive those lines are healthier because
predictive maintenance has told us
what parts we need to fix before they
go. And I would argue that predictive
maintenance is probably a good
indicator for what, maybe, you put in
those small parts kits that you send
forward with it. So if it does break,
you’ve got the part you need on hand
to fix it, because the algorithm told you
that this is probably the next thing to
break, right? So I can picture executing
that ATO from a forward location,
without WiFi, if we’ve bought down that
risk on the front end by making those
investments and the things that make
us more able to do that.
[PACAF] And the other factor is
command and control. Command and
control is a big effort that sometimes
we talk about at the end, right, C2.
We’re talking about the combat, the
combat support, the other force
elements. The C2 force element is really
critical. And we’re going to execute in
PACAF under an AETF/AEW construct,
and in that we already have new types
of ATOs that are essentially off the shelf
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as we go into these exercises, and in
our operations, and we’re ready to push
the ATO knowing that we’re not going to
have access. So you go from the hub to
the spoke. At the spoke, you’re going to
be able to have to execute in a mission
command-type order environment, and
that includes all of us supporting that
effort. So we’re working on that, but
much more to do in that area.
[DH] What are some examples of how
we’re working with Joint partners
and allies to overcome strategic
logistics issues in the Pacific and in the
European front?
[USAFE] For those that don’t know, in
the Basing and Logistics Enterprise
Strategy, under the priority logistics
under attack, objective 1.5 is increasing
interoperability with our Joint and
partners. Shawn and I are the two
owners of that objective, so we can
talk to this one. And again, you go back
to the slide, I think I’ve got that a lot
easier in my theater, than he does in
his. Now of course, as the leads for
BLES, we’re tackling that for the entire
enterprise, but that’s something that
we’ve already identified for that priority.
We have got to get after interoperable
equipment and processes. So my vision
of a perfect future is one of those red
dots that was on my map somewhere in
the East, and an F-35 lands. And some
Airmen run out, and they rearm it, they
refuel it, they do whatever required
maintenance is to launch it again. And
another F-35 lands and the same thing
happens. And another F-35 lands and
the same thing happens, etc., etc.,
etc. And in my dream, I am completely
agnostic about the national flag on the
tail of that F-35. Or even the uniform
those Airmen are wearing. Right? So
with that as kind of our North Star,
knowing we’ll never get there, because
it’s the F-35—maybe I should have said
F-16. But anyway, with that as kind of

My vision of a perfect future is an F-35 lands,
and some Airmen run out, and they rearm it, they
refuel it, they do whatever required maintenance
is to launch it again. And another F-35 lands, and
the same thing happens. And another F-35 lands,
and the same thing happens, etc., etc., etc. And
in my dream, I am completely agnostic about the
national flag on the tail of that F-35. Or even the
uniform those Airmen are wearing.

our guiding star, that’s our goal is to
get as far down that path as we can as
quickly as possible. And so we’re trying
to identify the low hanging fruit first:
what can we get after… some of the
easy things. There’s some things that
are a lot lot harder—some big apples at
the top of that tree that we’d really like
to get after—that’s going to take some
time now.
[PACAF] We’ve already got successes
with the Australians and the C-17. We’re
working the C-130. We’re also very
interested in munitions, and the F-35
is a test case on that—what can we do
on interoperability on munitions? And
we’re doing work with the Koreans
and the Japanese on that also. So we
have stuff we’re doing today, and we
definitely want to get towards that
vision we’re trying to drive to.

[DH] With regard to ACE, we hear all
about distributing assets in theater.
How do we plan to get parts to those
locations? It seems we always assume
airlift is our only option. Are we able to
plan ahead and consider sealift, over
the road, etc?
[PACAF] Yeah, I definitely would
jump in on this one. That is what we’re
working in our objectives. And so
we’re working there in PACAF with
our component partners. And one of
the clusters specifically on how we
do that. So we want to pre-position
at location. Some of the locations we
have personnel at today. Some we
don’t. So we’re doing things on the
supply side. Essentially, we’re taking
lease space at locations, working not
with industry, not with partners, but
the local businesses essentially, which
helps the Commonwealth there out. So
we’re pre-positioning assets, and how
we’re going to get there, we’re working
with our service counterparts, so the
Army and the Navy. And whether you’re
talking about POL and fuel, or parts, we
realize that our airlift is a constrained

asset. We’re going to use our C-130s,
our C-17s, to move things, but we also
need to use the ships that are out there.
And there’s capability that our partners
have offered up to us. And as we’re
working with our service component
partners out there in the Pacific, we’re
learning each other’s piece of how we’re
going to execute ACE. Each service
has an ACE-equivalent type concept.
And we’re realizing, hey, we’re gonna go
to this location, who else is there? Oh
the Marines are there. What are they
bringing? Are they bringing fuel trucks?
Well, maybe we don’t need to bring as
many. We could be the lead, and we’ll
defer to them and say, “Yep, you bring
them.” Or we can go vice versa.
And then we’re really working on how
we’re going to get those items there and
store them. And there are other ways to
do that. So, the pre-positioning piece is
huge for us, because make no mistake
on the ACE piece, I will say we are doing
ACE today, and we have been doing ACE
now for years. And we do it every day
in dynamic force employment, we do
it in exercises, and we’ll do it if we go
to conflict. But to do what we need to
do holistically in the theater, we’ve got
to resource it. It has to be resourced.
I don’t want to let you walk out of here
thinking that we can do it all organically.
And when I mean resourcing I’m not just
saying money; I’m talking about people.
ACE is an additive requirement, and
what we’re trying to do in INDOPACOM is
a huge additive requirement—some will
say on the order of about 35% additional
cost and resource into logistics alone
to do that. So as a nation, we have got
to invest. We saw how China’s investing,
right, we have got to invest in the Indo
Pacific. And we’ve got to do additive
investing.
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[USAFE] We’re considering a model
in USAFE to get after this problem
where, if you want to push us forward,
what kind of stuff do you want to push
forward, can you keep forward. One,
you want to push forward the stuff that
has the most functionality. We’re not
really looking at the MDS-specific stuff,
we’re looking at the more general stuff.
If the enterprise, through research
and investment, can get us a single
piece of AGE that does the job that five
pieces of AGE currently do, that would
be exactly the sort of thing we’d like to
put forward. So we want we want stuff
that’s functional. Two, we want stuff
that’s low maintenance. You don’t want
to put stuff forward at one of those
locations if you got to touch it every
two weeks to keep it operational. And
then three, we probably want to keep
it at the lower end of the cost, we don’t
want to put super expensive stuff out
there or our low density capabilities.
So if you apply those three criteria to a
model, and then you list out everything
that you would need to take with you to
execute an ATO at a forward location,
and you just reverse engineer and you
cross out everything that doesn’t meet
those three criteria, then everything
that’s left is your what we’re going
to call an ACE kit. Everything that’s
left is an ACE kit that we can put in a
storage location at a forward location
and disperse it. Now, if all that stuff
we have in there is also interoperable
with our NATO partners, then we put it
as an FMS buy to the nations and they
buy it for themselves and they help us
populate the theater. Wouldn’t that be
great. I love other people’s money.

[PACAF] You know, in closing, I would
say to the PACAF Airmen that are
here and out there listening, really
appreciate everything you’re doing
each and every day. It certainly is a
rewarding—but certainly some level
of stressful—task that’s going on right
now. We’re asking airmen to do the day
to day mission, we’re doing a ton of
ACE and PLANning, and then doing the
Allied and partner work. So appreciate
everything you’ve done, and appreciate
LOA for setting this up and allowing
us to talk through all these issues this
week that kind of aligned to everything
I think we’re getting at in the Basing
and Logistics Enterprise Strategy. So
thank you.
[USAFE] Ditto. And I will add that
everything we’ve talked about here is
not our challenges. It’s our challenges.
Right? Everything we’ve talked about,
there’s a better solution for it than
what we’re thinking of right now; and
somebody out there has it, and we
need it. I want it. So feed it. I know
I’ve got some of my USAFE peeps out
there. I need you guys working on this.
That model I just explained for what an
ACE kit is? We could really use some
input on that. It’s gonna take a village.
It’s gonna take our family to get this
done. Thank you.

ACE is an additive requirement, and what we’re
trying to do in INDOPACOM is a huge additive
requirement—some will say on the order of
about 35% additional cost and resource into
logistics alone to do that. So as a nation,
we have got to invest. We saw how China’s
investing, right, we have got to invest in the Indo
Pacific. And we’ve got to do additive investing.
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Post-Script Commentary
from Lieutenant General
Warren Berry
[A4] I want you to know that we as
the logistics enterprise, the Basing
and Logistics Enterprise, have an
incredible amount of confidence in
these two officers, for being those
forward MAJCOM A4s who are working
this problem and thinking about this
problem, every single day. They are
really, with their folks in the command,
some of the thought leaders on how
we really take this concept and make it
reality. I hope that that confidence that
we have in them, based on what they
just talked about today on the stage,
gives you that same confidence that
we have the right people working these
concepts to make sure that we do, in
fact, have them come to fruition.
Second, don’t let it be lost on you that
both of the general officers up here are
LROs [Logistics Readiness Officers].
So for those of you out there who think
persistent mission generation is about
the Pro Super, and the Expediter, and
the munitions, and getting the aircraft:
yeah, it’s about that. But if you think
that’s all it’s about, you’re missing
the boat. It’s about deployment and
distribution. It’s about the logistics
challenges that come with persistent
mission generation that even make the
generation of that story possible. So
it should not be lost on you, that our
two four stars at PACAF and USAFE
wanted LROs to come be their A4s.

That is significant. I think that is a
huge realization of the value that our
LROs bring to this persistent mission
generation fight.
And the last thing I’ll say is, using these
two officers as an example, it was
not long ago—four or five years ago,
six years ago—we didn’t have an LRO
general officer at the table. And we
realized that was a huge gap in our Air
Force, in our Air Force general officer
corps. And it has only been through
purposeful development, and building
a bench, that has allowed us to get now
four LROs into the general officer corps
for the basing and logistics community.
And I will tell you that you’ve seen some
of them here for the last two and a half
days, and there’s more out in the field
that aren’t here. We have an amazing

bench of basing and logistics officers
at the O-5 and the O-6 levels that we are
purposefully developing, so that they
can become the most incredible senior
leaders and general officers—and in the
civilian side, too, by the way, with our
SESs—to really take the mantle and lead
us forward on a lot of these concepts.
So I didn’t want that to go unsaid,
because I think it’s a significant thing
to note. And again, I just want to thank
these two officers for all they’re doing
in PACAF and USAFE to truly be our
thought leaders in this space. So thank
you, gentlemen.

So for those of you out there who think persistent mission generation
is about the Pro Super, and the Expediter, and the munitions, and
getting the aircraft: yeah, it’s about that. But if you think that’s all it’s
about, you’re missing the boat. It’s about deployment and distribution.
It’s about the logistics challenges that come with persistent mission
generation that even make the generation of that story possible.
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ABOUT THE SPEAKERS
Brig. Gen. George “Dutch” T.M. Dietrich III is the Director of Logistics,
Engineering and Force Protection, Headquarters U.S. Air Forces in Europe-Air
Forces Africa, Ramstein Air Base, Germany. As Director, he provides leadership,
management and integration of aircraft and munitions maintenance, civil
engineers, security forces, transportation and material management, storage
and distribution. His directorate supports the deployment, basing, sustainment
and redeployment of military forces across an area of operations covering 19
million square miles and 104 countries in Europe, Africa, Asia and the Middle
East. Additionally, he oversees force protection, logistics and base operating
support for more than 200 aircraft and 63,000 military and dependents at 10
wings and 83 geographically separated units. Learn more here.

Brig. Gen. Sean K. Tyler is the Director of Logistics, Engineering and Force
Protection, Headquarters Pacific Air Forces, Joint Base Pearl HarborHickam, Hawaii. He is responsible for oversight, policy, guidance, training,
and resources in support of 45,000 PACAF personnel in 10 wings and three
Numbered Air Forces. Additionally, he manages aircraft maintenance,
munitions, transportation, supply, fuels, civil engineering, and anti-terrorism/
force protection to support 396 total force combat aircraft and $42.3 billion
of infrastructure. He directly supports deployment, basing, sustainment,
and redeployment of Air Force component forces across the spectrum of
engagements and operations throughout the theater. Learn more here.
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Today, OC-ALC is in charge of
maintaining the Air Force’s oldest still
flying airframe (the B-52), its newest
platform (the KC-46), as well as all
depot-level maintenance on every
engine currently in use by the Air Force.
There are nearly 60 years of technology
spread between the inception dates
of these aircraft. This begs the
question: how is it that the men and
women who maintain these aircraft
have been able to keep them flying all
these years? The answer is surprisingly
simple: never stop innovating. This
article will highlight various Additive
Manufacturing (AM) processes and
how some maintenance functions
at OC-ALC have embraced this new
technology and are leveraging it to the
maximum extent possible to perform
their wartime mission—every day.

Creating an “Innovation
Ecosystem”

Advancing Additive Manufacturing:
Leveraging 70 Years
of Know-How at OC-ALC
By: Capt David Sage
Where We’ve Been… Where We’re Going
Production and maintenance operations have been the name of the
game at Tinker AFB since it opened for business on January 15, 1942. In
that time, Tinker has seen a constant flow of the Air Force’s wide-body
aircraft come through its doors. During World War II it was the home
of the overhaul and repair station for the Army Air Corps’ B-17, B-24,
and B-29 bombers as well as the C-47 and C-54 cargo planes (USAF).
Those aircraft were the mainstays of the era and ensured American
dominance in the skies over Europe and the Pacific. Fast forward 70
years and you will find the B-1 Lancer, B-52 Stratofortress, KC-135
Stratotanker, E-3 Sentry (AWACS), E-6 Mercury (Navy), and special
mission fleets all being taken care of by the men and women of the
Oklahoma City Air Logistics Complex (OC-ALC).

This article will highlight
various Additive Manufacturing
(AM) processes and how some
maintenance functions at OCALC have embraced this new
technology and are leveraging
it to the maximum extent
possible to perform their
wartime mission—every day.

Image Above: U.S. Air Force Senior Airman Kelly Huddleston, 51st Maintenance Squadron aircraft metals technology journeyman,
welds together an A-frame at Osan Air Base, Republic of Korea, March 7, 2017. The Airmen assigned to the aircraft metals technology
shop are highly skilled technicians with the training and equipment to repair or fabricate almost any metal piece needed across the
base. (U.S. Air Force photo by Staff Sgt. Victor J. Caputo)
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Here at OC-ALC, there are three
major lines of effort being pursued in
tandem to spur the innovation needed
to maintain the ALC’s ability to meet
the needs of the Air Force. The first
effort is the Reverse Engineering
and Critical Tooling (REACT) Cell. The
main focus of the Depot’s REACT

Cell is to develop creative ways to
reverse engineer parts that were
never expected to need replacement
and also to help craft specialty tools
to make the maintenance of certain
parts and aircraft easier for the
maintainers doing the job (Parker).
Through their concerted efforts of
reverse engineering parts that are
proving to be difficult to obtain, they
have had multiple successes. I spoke
with Mr. Jason McCurry, a lead engineer
in the Commodities Maintenance
Group (CMXG) and a strong advocate of
the REACT Cell. In that conversation,
he relayed to me that he considers
their work with the B-1 Lancer to
be one of their greatest successes.
The successes are centered on the
organization’s ability to recreate
internal parts and components of the
flight deck with polymers that were
3-D printed locally at Tinker’s ALC. “It
started small,” McCurry said, “with only
printing a few pieces and components
here and there.” However, as parts
became harder to procure, the CMXG
team decided to expand their operation
and, as McCurry relays, they decided
they “should do the whole cockpit and
entire flight deck” out of these 3-D
printed components. They started

doing it with the appropriate approvals
and never looked back. In the final part
of our interview, McCurry closed by
saying, “one of the reasons that I love
this job is because, in a sea of people
saying no, we get to say yes.”
The second effort resides with
the PACER EDGE Cell where OCALC has created partnerships with
academia and industry to create an
AM ecosystem. These partnerships
are with universities in and around
Oklahoma and focus on producing
graduates with technical training and
expertise that bring cutting-edge AM
knowledge from industry and academia
into the ALC. This bridge enables the
graduates to walk right in and take up
positions at maintenance facilities
within the ALC. They also “allow
engineering students and professors
to collaborate with their counterparts
in the Air Logistics Complex in a
mutually beneficial exchange that
hastens technology insertion while
giving students insight into government
service and allows them to help solve
current problems impacting national
security,” effectively broadening the
ecosystem of innovation the ALC is
pursuing (72 ABW/PA). In conjunction
with the academic partnerships,
strategic alliances are being made
with other DoD entities and industry
partners to continue researching
and refining the metal powders and
processes which are used to 3-D
print parts and components used for
depot maintenance. Key partnerships
for the ALC are with the Air Force
Research Laboratory, the Advanced
Manufacturing Program Office, and
General Electric’s AM branch. In a
recent public address, the Tinker ALC
Commander, Major General Jeffrey R.
King noted, “GE is advancing the art in
additive manufacturing for producing
engine parts, and they are working
closely with the Complex via this
partnership to adapt that technology
for sustainment activities.” Continued
emphasis on this ability to source,
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produce, and recreate specific powder blends
will ensure long-term success with the metal
AM efforts being taken at the ALC. The ultimate
goal in this technology transfer partnership is to
create an efficient pathway to develop and field
airworthy parts that have been approved to be
installed on aircraft.
The final line of effort is the continued
development of the ALC’s PROACT Cell, which
has placed specific emphasis on the repairs
process for the Air Force’s main engine depot.
Mr. Jordan Johnston of the 76th Propulsion
Maintenance Group (PMXG) was interviewed
for this article. When asked about what AM
applications have been the most successful for
PMXG, he responded:
In 76th Propulsion Maintenance Group,
our most successful application for AM
is in the area of Tooling and Masks. The
rapid development time, and wide range
of materials, that additive brings to the
table allows our tool designers to quickly
respond to production needs, significantly
reduce traditional manufacturing times, and
streamlined a number of our thermal spray
and plating processes by removing the need
to tape mask parts.

A specific subset of thermal spray technology
is something known as Cold Spray, and it has
numerous advantages over other types of metals
repair methods. The process utilizes a tungsten
carbide medium that is sprayed over a target
piece of metal. As it is sprayed on it “adds” metal
back to the surface and allows technicians to
reuse a piece of sheet metal for longer. One
area where this technology is proving to be
most beneficial is in repairing surface panels on
aircraft. As the panels are removed and put back
on multiple times, the pilot hole where the screw
or bolt goes through to attach to the aircraft
often becomes bored out. When it gets bored out
beyond tolerance an entirely new piece of sheet
metal must be acquired to replace it, regardless
of whether the rest of the panel’s integrity is still
sound. Technicians who can leverage this cold
spray technology can prolong the life of that good
panel by spraying the holes closed, re-drilling
a new pilot hole, and then reattaching it to the
aircraft as normal.
The second type of AM process in use at the
ALC is called Direct Energy Deposition (DED).
It allows an additive material like metal powder
or wire feedstock to be welded onto a part
using a focused amount of heat from a laser or
electron beam and is controlled using computer-

The ultimate goal in
this technology transfer
partnership is to create
an efficient pathway
to develop and field
airworthy parts that have
been approved to be
installed on aircraft.

Additive Manufacturing with AF-9628 Powder: After printing various parts with AF-9628
powder, Capt. Erin Hager analyzed the resulting porosity, strength and impact toughness.
She noted that the mechanical properties were quite good. She “didn’t see cracking,” and
asserts that, [the output] was very similar [to traditionally manufactured parts]. In fact,
the parts “matched the required 10 percent elongation, indicating increased strength
without becoming brittle,” and “met or exceeded [specifications] straight out of the
machine.” (Courtesy photo/Air Force Institute of Technology)
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aided design software (Sing, et. al). One key
advantage of DED is that the amount of heat
exposure to the engine component is minimal
and the area that is exposed to it is significantly
smaller than traditional arc welding processes.
This process is being implemented on the
TF-33 engine production line to help in the
repair of engine spacers. There have been
promising results in applying this technology
at the ALC. This is because of an approximate
80% reduction in size of the heat affected
zone where the additive material is bonded to
the original part as compared to traditional
welding methods. Pending final approval from
the Cognizant Engineering Authority, the PMXG
is anticipating a significant increase in the
number of parts that are allowed to be reused
versus condemned.
In addition, the 76th Maintenance Support
Group (MXSG) is working on maintaining and
prolonging the life of the Industrial Plant
Equipment (IPE) within the ALC. I spoke with Mr.
Clint Gill and discussed the different ways the
aging equipment that supports maintenance
operations are being refurbished using AM
processes at the ALC. In MXSG the primary
function is to maintain and repair all real
property and IPE. In our interview, he explained
that the average age of the IPE within the depot
is nearing 18 years, and industry typically stops
providing replacement parts and tech support
after about 10 years. The ALC is not budgeted
to replace the lathes, presses, and other
machining equipment on this timeline, so MXSG
augments with AM. They have been utilizing
AM to great success, but it also comes with an
equal measure of challenge involved. He went
into detail that his engineers need to ensure
that any AM produced replacement part meets
the same material property as the Original
Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) part. He also
explained how technical data and intellectual
property rights must be carefully navigated
when reverse engineering parts for repair to
ensure that the reproduction parts meet the
same rigidity, tinsel strength, and part makeup
of the alloy/polymer as the OEM. The cadre of
in-house engineers he oversees is dedicated to
analyzing the part structure and ensuring that
all parts are made to the same specifications.

Thermal imagery of parts Capt. Erin Hager additively manufactured with
AF-9628 powder. (Courtesy photo/Air Force Institute of Technology)

Challenges with Additive
Manufacturing
Across the enterprise, one of the most
significant constraints driving the
exploration of alternative parts procurement
methods is Diminishing Manufacturing
Sources and Material Shortages (DMSMS),
which is defined as “the loss, or impending
loss, of manufacturers or suppliers of items,
raw materials, or software,” (DAU). As the
mature airframes in the fleet keep aging,
the stockpiles and reserves of parts and
components that were once full and robust
keep depleting. Each year, parts get more
constrained and reproduction lead times
grow by weeks and months. Recognizing
that this problem is not one that will go away
with time, but one that will get worse, is the
critical first step to solving it. A pathway to
solving the DMSMS problem presents itself
by leveraging the previously mentioned
innovation mindset to find new ways of doing
both old things and also new ways of doing
things that have never been done before.

A pathway to solving
the DMSMS problem
presents itself
by leveraging the
previously mentioned
innovation mindset to
find new ways of doing
both old things and
also new ways of doing
things that have never
been done before.

More specific than parts shortages for
aircraft are issues in procuring the metal
powders required for use in AM processes.
Throughout the industry, the metal powders
are typically considered proprietary by the
company that creates them. It requires a lot
of research by the Airmen who are utilizing
3-D printers to reverse engineer the specific
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OPERATIONS,

blends of metal powder to recreate the same
mix. Many of the powder blends created by
industry or manufacturers are proprietary.
If this medium is to be utilized in the future,
the DoD must secure partnerships that share
the blends in use by manufacturers to ensure
uniformity. This is a necessary step to ensure
that parts made using DoD-approved technical
data meet the same specifications as those
made by the OEM. This is one example of many
constraints along the journey to industrialize
AM production.

Where We Go From Here
At OC-ALC, deliberate effort is taking place to
continue to grow the “Centers of Excellence” in
the REACT Cell for all aspects of AM, PROACT
Cell for repairs, and PACER EDGE to bridge
technology gaps with industry and academia.
At his address at the Tinker and the Primes
Conference, Maj Gen King noted “it takes a
team of teams between the government,
industry, and academia to sustain our fleets
and produce readiness for our Air Force, and
we appreciate all that you do to support our
Nation’s defense,” (Innovation Ecosystem,
72 ABW/PA). The introduction of these
new technologies has shown that there is
legitimacy to them and, more importantly, a
valid need for them as well.
AM will never replace traditional manufacturing
methods and supply chains that provide
replacement parts; however, it can be an
alternative supply chain solution until the
permanent one is found. It can be the catalyst
that energizes a cold start of a production
source for a part, reducing production time
from three years six months. The appetite for
AM has been whetted, and there are pockets of
success happing in multiple places throughout
the Air Force. Now is the time to continue
industrializing the technology and finding new
ways to sustain old things.
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vehicle telematics system that would
be able to integrate with vehicles’
on-board diagnostics and transmit
that data through cellular signal to
web-based dashboards. The devices
can provide automated data from the
vehicles’ engine control and powertrain
control modules to monitor utilization,
fuel economy, engine oil life, and
malfunctions. After testing a number of
devices, the Telematics Team decided
GeoTab USA was the clear choice, and
on 30 September 2021 the contract
was finalized, creating the Automated
Vehicle Integrated Data-Exchange
(AVID).

AVID: Automated Vehicle
Integrated Data-Exchange

The AVID program will support
effective, efficient, and safe vehicle
use by transmitting on-board
diagnostics vehicle data, static
vehicle data, and when enabled,
global positioning system capability,
to a FedRAMP secured cloud. Fleet
Managers at all levels will have the
ability to accurately monitor vehicle
fleet efficiency by tracking utilization
which will assist in justifying vehicle
authorizations and sustainment dollars.

Additionally, the new AVID program
implements our vehicle fleet’s first
steps into predictive maintenance
capabilities, using the device’s ability
to communicate vehicle trouble
codes directly to the maintenance
control section as they occur. This
provides VM activities the ability to
have insight on real time fleet data that
will ultimately decrease diagnostic
and repair times, further reducing
man-hours and vehicle down time. The
automated data being collected from
the GeoTab devices will also provide
documents such as collision reports,
harsh acceleration and braking, and
excessive idling reports that can
generate fuel cost savings and reduce
wear and tear on the fleet.

By: 441st Vehicle Support Chain Operations
Squadron Telematics Team
Over the last quarter century, the world has seen a boom
in the vehicle technology realm. When compared, the
modern vehicle greatly overshadows those of the early
1990s. Advancements in the automotive industry have
come in every form, from push button starting, on-board
diagnostics, 360-degree radar sensors, GPS, electric/
hybrid engines, and now even self-driving vehicles.
However, the Air Force’s Vehicle Management (VM)
processes and practices were still heavily dependent on
manual labor. The enterprise relied upon unit-appointed
Vehicle Control Officials (VCO) to provide data and monitor
their vehicles for malfunctions. When vehicle problems

In November of 2021, the team initiated
a three-phase device deployment plan.
The first phase of the plan focused on
delivering GeoTab devices to the bases
with the largest vehicle fleets. The
second phase encompassed the next
106 locations and all Air National Guard
and Air Force Reserve locations. The
third phase delivered the remaining
186 smaller fleets and Air Force Global
Strike Command units. Ultimately,
the deployment plan outfitted 21,613
vehicle assets at 281 Active Duty, ANG,
and AFRC CONUS locations by February
2022.
The AVID program is a new and evolving
program, and the 441 VSCOS has plans
to expand into the OCONUS bases in the
future. The data that has been collected
thus far is just the tip of the iceberg on
what these devices will offer the Air
Force vehicle fleet, and 441 VSCOS is
excited to see how telematics will shape
the future for AF Vehicle Management!
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were identified, the VCOs would then coordinate with
their base Vehicle Management for repairs. Receiving
information from thousands of different entities, coupled
with human error and delays, caused inconsistencies
within the fleet management information systems and
placed AF VM Flights in a reactionary position.
To combat the ever-growing gap between process and
technology, the 441st Vehicle Support Chain Operations
Squadron‘s Program Management Flight began
researching how to leverage and automate the vehicles
own data collection. The solution identified was a robust

Image Above: Vehicle Management Airmen work day and night to keep vehicles serviceable. U.S. Air Force Senior Airman Brendan
O’Brien, a vehicle mechanic with the 386th Expeditionary Logistics Readiness Squadron’s Vehicle Management Flight, works under a
Ford F-150 XL Triton truck to look for a break in the anti-lock braking system wire at Ali Al Salem Air Base, Kuwait, April 4, 2022. As the
ABS wire was reading a bad voltage, he was tracing it back to find a tear. (U.S. Air Force photo by Senior Airman Natalie Filzen)
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The 441 VSCOS Telematics Team is led by Mr. Tim Patterson and is
supported by MSgt Fredrick “Van” Burke, (M)Sgt Marquis Thomas, and
Mr. Jason Smedley. Together they developed a telematics deployment
strategy, and likewise wrote this article, with the goal of modernizing
Vehicle Management practices for the next generation of Air Force
vehicle fleet managers and maintainers.
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environment, but one with tremendous
payoff. Rapid deployability is vital
to our national security and, with
ever-growing Competition, systems
to support swift response or even
predictive logistics are crucial to
effectively project force in a high-end
fight.

RAWHIDE: Herding the
Deployment Cattle
By: Mr. Matthew Paulini and Capt Matthew Carpenter
“Leaders win through logistics. Vision, sure.
Strategy, yes. But when you go to war, you
need to have both toilet paper and bullets
at the right place at the right time. In other
words, you must win through superior
logistics.” - Tom Peters
Through an expansive data-driven dashboard and
intuitive user-driven workflow, mobility operations
can be streamlined to enable agile logistics at the
tactical edge. We are excited to introduce RAWHIDE,
a $4M government-owned project, set to develop
a flexible and responsive digital platform that will
transform the Cargo Deployment Function.

“The line between disorder and order
lies in logistics” - Sun Tzu
Taking shape under a growing partnership
between the Air Force Research Laboratory
(AFRL) Information Directorate Warfighter
Integration Branch (RISD) and Tesseract, the Air
Force’s Office of Logistics Innovation, RAWHIDE
is the second building block of a larger vision to
Accelerate Change and elevate mission readiness
by revolutionizing how the Joint Force utilizes
cutting-edge technology for deployment. This
is a challenging information science problem,
especially in the current Air Force Logistics

To see the potential of such a system,
you need not look any further than
Tesseract’s Unit Readiness Storefront
for User Supplies (URSUS) Pathfinder, a
strategic initiative in collaboration with
the same partnership. Reimagining how
Individual Protective Equipment (IPE)
is ordered, managed, and distributed,
URSUS 1.0 showed significant success
in its minimum-viable-product (MVP).
During an operational demonstration
at Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson
(JBER), URSUS reported a 94%
efficiency increase in the processing
of IPE. This savings directly translates
to both readiness and Returning Time
to Airmen, as highlighted by Major
General Linda S. Hurry during the
2021 Logistics Officer Association
Symposium. Following the successful
demonstration, the investment in
URSUS has grown from an initial $300K
MVP to $1.8M+ with investments from
the Air National Guard, Headquarters
Air Force, and AFRL.
Building upon the foundation of AFRL’s
DOGTAG Portfolio and Tesseract’s
URSUS Pathfinder, RAWHIDE will be
a scalable, cloud-native, responsive
web application that is armed with
the tools and guide rails to reimagine
the currently manual and often paper-

based practices. By emphasizing
operational accuracy, process
efficiency, and joint warfighterfocused user experience, RAWHIDE is
positioned to transform the deployment
process as we know it! Through the
platform’s extensive real-time mission
management, common operational
oversight, data-driven decision
making, and robust altering system,
warfighters at every level will have the
tools to address mission requirements
regardless of operational background,
experience, or knowledge set, thereby
supporting Agile Combat Employment.
From cargo documentation preparation
and inspection to increment tracking
and after-action analysis, RAWHIDE is
set to be the Air Force’s TurboTax™ for
cargo deployment!

There is strength in numbers, but
an even greater strength exists
in partnerships. The growing
collaboration between Tesseract and
the AFRL Information Directorate has
demonstrated the incredible value that
results from intentionally aligning the
science and technology communities
with operational warfighters and
functional leadership. Together, we are
amplifying the voice of our Airmen and
actualizing innovation at the Speed of
Relevance.

“Coming together is a beginning,
keeping together is progress,
working together is success.”
- Henry Ford

“Partnership is not a posture but
a process - a continuous process
that grows stronger each year as
we devote ourselves to common
tasks.” - John F. Kennedy
Implementing tools to address the
immediate needs of Airmen at the
tactical edge undoubtedly has its
challenges. Aligning those needs with
scientific core technical competencies,
National Defense Strategy, and Senior
Leader priorities while also achieving
functional alignment is no small
undertaking. In fact, this dynamic can
often lead to incredible technologies
falling into the Valley of Death and
never making it into the hands of our
warfighters. However, the collaboration
between Tesseract and AFRL is finding
a way to successfully navigate this
labyrinth.

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Matthew Paulini is a computer
scientist and AFRL program
manager who is currently working
closely with the Tesseract team
on a scope of projects including
DOGTAG and RAWHIDE. He can be
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us.af.mil.
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Air Force Tesseract team after 12
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Officer at the Air Force Research
Lab. He can be reached at
matthew.carpenter.5@us.af.mil.

Image Above: 379th ELRS stands up regular cargo deployment function. U.S. Airmen with the 379th Expeditionary Logistics Readiness
Squadron attach straps to a pallet on a loading pad for the cargo deployment function at Al Udeid Air Base, Qatar, Feb. 24, 2021. The
CDF was tested during the Agile Combat Employment capstone event throughout the U.S. Central Command area of responsibility and
will have consistent real-world application for future operations. (U.S. Air National Guard photo by Tech. Sgt. Brigette Waltermire)
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Multi-Capable Agile Combat
Support Commanders

In 2019, the Department of the Air Force (DAF)
was tasked to build a capabilities-based force
presentation construct. The AFFORGEN
construct was created to better represent the
DAF force capabilities of Mission Generation,
Command and Control (C2) Force Elements,
and ACS. These force capabilities are aligned
with the pre-existing Air Force Element
Alignments that were established by Air Force
doctrine for opening an airbase. Specifically,
ACS Force Element Alignments will be aligned
to Air Expeditionary Task Force modules
to provide the required Base Operating
Support Integrator (BOS-I) for the associated
phase (i.e., Open the Airbase, Establish the
Airbase, or Operate the Airbase). In May 2021,
Headquarters Air Force Deputy Chief of Staff
for Operations announced that AFFORGEN
will also include an additional force module:
Robust the Airbase. While AFFORGEN identifies
specialties required for each force module,
it does not identify an associated command
function. It can be assumed based on Air Force
Doctrine that these force modules will be
commanded by an Air Expeditionary Group and
an Air Expeditionary Squadron. However, the
rapid movement needed for ACE will require a
multi-capable commander that can employ all
ACS functions across various Air Expeditionary
Task Force (AETF) module phases.

U.S. Air Force Tech. Sgt. Jessie Correia, left, 724th Expeditionary Air Base
Squadron civil engineer electrical systems supervisor, and Tech. Sgt. Edward
George, 724 EABS CE electrical systems craftsman, prepare to apply adhesive
to new polyvinyl chloride conduit at Nigerien Air Base 201, Agadez, Niger, Feb. 4,
2021. The adhesive used creates a solid bond for electrical PVC conduit pieces.
(U.S. Air Force photo by Senior Airman Gabrielle Winn)

To make AFFORGEN effective, the Air Force
should invest in developing Field Grade Officers
(FGOs) in ACS career fields to be multi-capable
leaders who can effectively lead Airmen to employ
the required Force Element Alignments.

By: Lt Col Christopher Jacobson
and Lt Col Jon Millard

In his call to arms Accelerate Change or Lose, General
Brown declared that “Our Air Force must accelerate change
to control and exploit the air domain to the standard the
Nation expects and requires from us.” One such change is
a full revamp of the way the Air Force will deploy forces,
called Air Force Force Generation (AFFORGEN). AFFORGEN
will change the deployment cycle and will also change the
force packages we present to a deployed commander.
Agile Combat Support (ACS) capability is grouped into
the following Force Element Alignments: Open the
Airbase, Establish the Airbase , and Operate the Airbase.

Additionally, AFFORGEN will also incorporate the Agile
Combat Employment (ACE) concept of multi-capable
Airmen. While ACE has been a cornerstone of Major
Command (MAJCOM) operational readiness exercises
in recent years, the question still remains: does the
Air Force effectively create multi-capable leaders to
oversee the Establish the Airbase and Operate the
Airbase force elements? To make AFFORGEN effective,
the Air Force should invest in developing Field Grade
Officers (FGOs) in ACS career fields to be multi-capable
leaders who can effectively lead Airmen to employ the
required Force Element Alignments.

Image Above: Supplying Air Base 201 with Power: U.S. Air Force Tech. Sgt Jessie Correia, 724th Expeditionary Air Base Squadron civil
engineer electrical systems supervisor, surveys the site where old polyvinyl chloride conduit and wiring will be replaced at Nigerien
Air Base 201, Agadez, Niger, Feb. 4, 2021. The electrical systems team deployed to Air Base 201 is responsible for all electrical power
on base. (U.S. Air Force photo by Senior Airman Gabrielle Winn)
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AFDP 3-36 The 2019 publication has not yet been updated to include “Robust the Airbase” force module.
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Air Combat Command (ACC) is focused
on creating a squadron that provides
dynamic ACS through multi-capable
Airmen. The ACC concept is to create
Air Base Squadrons (ABS) that provide
BOS-I in small element packages. The
ABS is described as the connective
tissue between the need for ACE rapid
deployment dispersal and AFFORGEN.
Col Frank Marconi, ACC’s Logistics and
Readiness Division Chief, explains the
ABS is like a small Mission Support
Group with logistics readiness,
civil engineers, communications,
contracting, and a capability to
defend itself with security forces.
But it also has additional capabilities
like airfield operations and medical
services. The ABS is designed to be a
multi-capable squadron that provides
various elements of BOS-I. As part
of the AETF module, the ABS would
be utilized across AFFORGEN. ACC
explains that they are employing the
ABS in a “crawl, walk, run approach”.
However, the concept of a multicapable BOS-I squadron is not new to
the DAF. Air Forces Africa (AFAFRICA)
is already using this concept through
the Expeditionary Air Base Squadron
(EABS).
EABSs are employed across Africa
to oversee AFRICOM airbases. The
mission of AFAFRICA is to execute
the AFRICOM air component missions
with forward-based airpower and
infrastructure to conduct and enable
theater and global operations.
Airbases in Africa are utilized as power
projection platforms on a continent
plagued by austerity and distance.
As a result, Air Expeditionary Groups
are responsible for regions, and each
airbase is commanded by a squadron
commander. The command’s focus is
not on which aircraft are assigned to a
base but what the airbase can provide
for a variety of platforms. The squadron
charged to provide this task are the
EABS.

Similar to the ABS concept, the EABS is
an expeditionary squadron comprised
of mission support functions: logistics,
civil engineers, security forces,
contracting, and services. Additionally,
the EABS is responsible for medical
capabilities such as urgent care,
public health, bio-environmental, and
a regional severe trauma response
team (ground surgical team). In the
AFFORGEN module, these medical
capabilities are classified as Demand
Force Teams which are required
at remote and austere locations.
AFAFRICA has multiple airbases in
remote and austere locations. What
is unique to AFAFRICA is that at these
austere airbase locations, the EABS
commander is dual hatted as an
Installation Commander.

The dual hatted role creates
a unique opportunity for a
squadron commander to
fully employ the identified
AFFORGEN force modules.

U.S. Air Force Tech. Sgt. Edward George, 724th Expeditionary Air Base Squadron civil
engineer electrical systems craftsman, uses mule tape while replacing old polyvinyl
chloride conduit and wire at Nigerien Air Base 201, Agadez, Niger, Feb. 4, 2021. Mule tape
is used for pulling cables through electrical conduits. (U.S. Air Force photo by Senior
Airman Gabrielle Winn) Learn more here.
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The dual hatted role creates a
unique opportunity for a squadron
commander to fully employ the
identified AFFORGEN force modules.
The consolidated oversight of BOS-I
makes the EABS primary mission
similar to running a small town in an
austere environment. Food, fuel, water,
supply chain, sanitation, power, and
disease mitigation are all routine risk
decisions for the EABS commander.
As the installation commander it also
creates a unique responsibility as the
“face of the base.” For example, at AB201, the EABS works with the US Army
Civil Affairs Team (CAT) responsible for
managing relationships with the local
population. The CAT is responsible
for establishing a defense in depth
strategy. Specifically, the CAT ensures
the rural villages that surround AB201 will not support violent extremist
organizations that would harm the
installation. This team also fosters a
relationship with civic leaders in the
city of Agadez. This allows the EABS
commander to address external airbase
impacts (waste disposal, local hiring
practices, noise) that the neighboring
city might experience. In an era of great
power competition this tangential
relationship is critical to remaining the
partner of choice in the region. The
ability for a new airbase to integrate
with the local culture/population is an
underrated asset for future AFFORGEN
contingency employment and a unique
challenge for an unprepared ACS
commander.

Airbases in Africa are not alone in
employing expeditionary multicapable squadrons. Bagram
Airfield in Afghanistan utilized an
Expeditionary Support Squadron
(ESPTS) to provide full spectrum
combat support for Air Force, joint,
and coalition forces near the end
of Operation ENDURING FREEDOM.
When the 455th Expeditionary Mission
Support Group (EMSG) disbanded in
2019 at Bagram Airfield, it led to the
creation of the 405th ESPTS. This
scaled down version of a Mission
Support Group incorporated the
entire ACS functionality under one
squadron commander to secure unity
of command and unity of effort in
a combat environment. No mission
requirements were dissolved, but
this force management restructure
optimized “boots on ground” from the
former 1,280 personnel EMSG to 652
personnel in the ESPTS across 27 Air
Force specialties (Logistics Readiness,
Civil Engineers, Security Forces,
Communications, Force Support, and
Contracting).

This scaled down version
of a Mission Support
Group incorporated the
entire ACS functionality
under one squadron
commander to secure
unity of command
and unity of effort in a
combat environment.

Lt Col Jacobson, 724 EABS/CC meets with a newly elected village
chief in Tagerzert to improve their relationship with AB-201.
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port days meant manpower was needed to
push pallets or drive forklifts; therefore, the
Civil Engineers typically stepped up to assist
the Air Transportation specialists. These
examples are just a small sample size of the
successful multi-capable Airmen operations
conducted at Bagram Airfield to support
combat operations in theater. The EABS and
ESPTS are complex and often times very
large units, so it is critical to have a properly
trained officer selected for the leadership
opportunity. EABS and ESPTS commanders
are charged with leading a diverse
background of Airmen, providing rapid ACS
assessments, mitigating risk in areas with
little expertise, and making mission critical
decisions that must be made across multiple
ACS functions, often times in an austere or
combat environment with minimal resourcing.
Tasks given to the multi-capable Airmen of
the 405 ESPTS were intentionally kept basic
to avoid constant over the shoulder watching
from the functional experts. The Airmen
picked up the tasks with ease and efficacy,
and this led to unit cohesion and comradery

not typically seen with in-garrison
cross-pollination of mission support
squadrons. The AFFORGEN model can
gain further multi-capable Airmen
productivity by deploying as a team from
a lead wing construct. This will allow an
ABS to practice certain multi-capable
tasks before being asked to do it in
theater. Additionally, officers identified
to lead these types of squadrons can
receive the necessary training to refine
their ACS skills to be sharper and more
effective on “Day 1” of their tour.

To employ AFFORGEN
effectively, the Air
Force should invest in
developing FGOs in the
mission support career
fields to command an
agile multi-capable
squadron.

The EABS and ESPTS are evidence that
ACS has a precedent for utilizing multicapable squadrons to provide BOS-I
in an expeditionary environment. The
ACC model of honing this framework
to better support ACE is a needed
initiative. However, the Air Force has
not addressed how they will develop
more effective multi-capable leaders.
To employ AFFORGEN effectively, the
Air Force should invest in developing
FGOs in the mission support career

Members of the 405 ESPTS put the finishing touches on their new T-wall painting at Bagram Airfield Afghanistan in 2019, to proudly
display their mission support effort of “Support from the Shadows, So Others May Roll”

The Airmen of the 405 ESPTS came from the current Air
Expeditionary Force (AEF) construct of “crowd-sourcing”
across the vulnerability buckets to fill requirements
and make up the team in theater. Since the concept and
executable model of multi-capable Airmen was not fully
codified in 2019, each AEF rotation of Airmen required
some initial level-setting to ensure everyone understood
their roles and responsibilities as a part of this new multicapable unit. The EABS and ESPTS capability has been
running effective and impactful multi-capable Airmen
operations before it ever became an Air Force “buzz
phrase.” The 405 ESPTS established a leaner and more
agile combat service support capability and a true mission
support team. The focus of the 405 ESPTS was holistic
mission support to the power projection platform (ready
airmen, ready weapons systems, sortie production, and
combat mission ready aircrew/personnel). The ESPTS
Commander had the execution authority to internally
ramp-up manpower and resources from one mission set

or specialty to another within ACS functions or based
on mission necessity and risk (much harder in today’s
landscape of separate stove-piped squadrons in a
typical MSG). For example, when security measures were
degraded on the Jalalabad flightline, the 405 ESPTS was
called in to support by installing hundreds of feet of C-wire
and T-walls. Instead of just a civil engineering and security
forces task, manpower and resources were pulled from
each ACS specialty to execute and complete this critical
security effort.
When the new Air Force Expeditionary Theater Distribution
Center (ETDC) stood up at Bagram Airfield, there were not
enough supply Airmen to handle the throughput during
AEF rotations, so it was augmented through the ad-hoc
multi-capable Airmen construct from Communications,
Civil Engineering, and Force Support functions. These
multi-capable Airmen were given simple, yet time
consuming tasks to take care of the customer. Heavy
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Members of the 405 ESPTS show Lt Gen Joseph Guastella, Commander of US Air Forces Central Command, the critical mission impact of
the Rapid Airfield Damage Repair team after an indirect fire rocket attack to keep the busiest combat runway operational at Bagram Airfield
Afghanistan in 2019
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PHOTO HIGHLIGHT
fields to command an agile multicapable squadron. It is our opinion that
the existing Expeditionary Support
Squadron and Expeditionary Air Base
Squadrons are already multi-capable
examples. The Air Force should
explore these command positions
as developmental opportunities.
Commanders who are provided this
opportunity should be afforded
abbreviated training courses similar
to the existing mission support
commander course. Additionally, if the
Air Force has deemed this is a needed
skill set for AFFORGEN, force posturing
decisions should identify opportunities
to combine functions for additional
multi-capable squadrons. These
command opportunities will remain
limited for the pool of ACS officers.
Therefore, FGOs should be afforded
leadership opportunities through
MAJCOM level ACE exercises that are
targeted development opportunities

selected by respective Development
Teams. This will create a “benchstock”
of FGOs with multi-capable ACS
experience. Leadership is dynamic, and
a FGO should have the bandwidth to
command multiple skillsets. However,
executing all facets of BOS-I should be
an experience that FGOs are trained
and developed to execute before the
contingency.
In conclusion, AFFORGEN and the
strategic need for ACE has set a
requirement for multi-capable ACS
squadrons. This requirement is being
fulfilled by ACCs model of an ABS.
This article argues that multi-capable
ACS squadrons already exist. The
ACC concept of an ABS that is smaller
and tailored to support ACE is still
required. However, the problem is that
the Air force not does deliberately
develop multi-capable leaders
that are prepared to oversee the

AFFORGEN force elements of Establish
the Airbase and Operate the Airbase,
and Robust the Airbase force element.
This article recommends that the Air
Force should utilize the existing multicapable squadrons as developmental
opportunities and suggests other
methods for increasing that opportunity.
Additionally, multi-capable commanders
should be afforded tailored training prior
to taking command. ACS officers are
becoming more dynamic as we continue
to accelerate and change our Air Force
culture. However, BOS-I remains the
foundation that supports expeditionary
operations and using targeted
development and investing in adequate
commander training will ensure
AFFORGEN is agile and will be effective
when it is called upon by our nation.

Airmen from the 15th Wing and Hawaiian
Air National Guard worked alongside
Airmen from the 353d Special Operations
Group to conduct static forward area
refueling point training during an Agile
Combat Employment training exercise
at Pacific Missile Range Facility Barking
Sands, Hawaii, September 8, 2021. The ACE
concept utilizes Multi-Capable Airmen to
refuel, rearm, and perform maintenance to
fighter jets ensuring the aircraft are ready
to rapidly deploy. (U.S. Air Force photo by
Airman 1st Class Makensie Cooper)
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Our first conversation was extremely intimidating; here was someone with
over 30 years in the business of sustainment, and all I was trying to accomplish
was authoring a paper worth a passing grade. When the conversation ended,
I thanked him for his time and began to leave. Very unexpectedly, Mr. Jones
offered to continue our discussions about the 5G Smart Warehouse Project in
Albany as well as milestone updates and conversations about innovation in the
industry.
Through our subsequent Zoom calls and conversations, I quickly realized I was
far beyond the research for my writing assignment. This unique opportunity
allowed me to gain insight into innovation from a different perspective, as well
as a behind-the-scenes look at an incredible project at the Albany Marine Corps
Storage Command. While finalizing my notes from a conversation, I began to
reflect on the primary education occurring—the Education of Innovation.

A shared vision blazes the
path ahead for the project’s
future and allows for military
and commercial industry
partners to better support
the project by early planning
of personnel and resources.

The foundation of this education was built firmly on the pillars of transparent
relationships and community problem-solving.

Transparent Relationships
Today, contractors or commercial
partners can approach anyone from a
senior airman to a general officer about
a product. With the advent of social
connections like LinkedIn, commercial
to military relationships are happening
at lightning speed. As a young company
grade officer, I remember being scared
to talk to anyone from the commercial
sector, as I did not hold the financial
capability or authority to utilize their
product. I was also naïve to what I could
or could not say to them to not give
away “trade secrets.”

The Education of Innovation:
How a Simple Task Turned Into
an Entire Education
By: Maj Tyner Apt-Hill

It was a simple assignment. Heck, it
was an Army assignment. “Write a
paper about something you want to
change in your respective service
and provide a materiel solution.” As
I sat at Command General and Staff
Officer College and began to think
about everything I have encountered
needing changes or updates, my
next thought was “… but how am
I going to implement the innovation?”

As I began researching the myriad
of logistics issues I encountered
at the squadron or depot level, I
couldn’t help but be frustrated.
Even if I could author the most
beautiful and impactful paper in
the world, what would I do after
grading? With this frustration
continuing to stir, I reached out
to personnel across the logistics
community—asking them what
problems they saw, what they

would change, and how they
would implement the change.
During this research, I found an
unexpected mentor and colleague
in Mr. Chad Jones, the Global
Government Lead at KPMG US.
Mr. Jones previously worked as a
contractor at the Warner Robins
Air Logistics Complex and on
various DoD projects, including
the 5G Warehousing Initiative in
Albany, Georgia.

Image Above: U.S. Air Force Tech. Sgt. Ron Richards, 86th Communications Squadron noncommissioned officer in charge of cable
operations, tests a 5G cell tower at Ramstein Air Base, Germany, Sep. 3, 2021. In order to provide more efficient internet access to
hangers along the flight line, 86th CS Airmen needed to set up a cell tower. (U.S. Air Force photo by Airman Jared Lovett)
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But our commercial and industry
partners are a crucial part of the
team—so how do we have those
conversations? Commercial leaders
are just as valid mentors as senior
military leaders. They face personnel
challenges and operational stresses,
and they also attempt to find the secret
to work-life balance. Many contractors
also have extensive backgrounds in
their specialties and extensive in-depth
technical experience, something we
tend to lack within the military officer
corps.

Utilizing this knowledge comes down
to having transparent relationships
between commercial and military
personnel. The commercial side must
understand your inability to commit to
contracts or provide specific insight
into military operations. The military
side must also understand commercial
dynamics and proprietary data,
which frames specific commercial
boundaries. With clear boundaries, the
conversations you and a commercial
mentor can have are endless. These
transparent relationships are
foundational to community problemsolving.

Community Problem Solving
In 1940, President Franklin D.
Roosevelt’s central phrase when
discussing our organic industrial base
was the “Arsenal of Democracy.” On
the backs of the commercial industry,
we were able to retool factories and
increase production to support the war
effort in World War II. Since then, the
Joint Force’s success has continued to
rely on the commercial sector.

Solving a problem or capability gap
within the logistics realm takes both
military and commercial efforts.
Community problem solving comes
into play here. Being on the same
page with our commercial partners
through mentorship and professional
symposiums allows us to strengthen
that community’s foundation. Further,
as projects continue to develop,
such as the 5G Smart Warehouse
opportunity at the Marine Corps
Storage Command, military members
need to understand the community
background involved. For example,
the 5G Smart Warehouse is not solely
reliant on contractors; university,
technology, and development teams
as well as other government agencies
are also involved. As the problemsolving community continues to grow,
our need to understand and integrate
into the community also requires
growth. Transparent relationships
and community problem solving do
not stand alone when it comes to the
association between commercial
partners or contractors and military
members. The success of innovating
within the military requires sharing—
sharing a vision, sharing metrics, and
sharing resources.
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Setting a Shared Vision

Sharing Metrics

Once the innovating team or
community, is set, the first step
should be authoring a shared vision.
This vision should not be a catchy
phrase but should define common
goals, objectives, and outcomes for
the projects. A shared vision blazes
the path ahead for the project’s future
and allows for military and commercial
industry partners to better support the
project by early planning of personnel
and resources.

Many of us have been stuck in metrics
meetings where mass amounts of data
are being presented to the Commander,
or boss, in a condensed amount of time.
And as many of us can attest, some
of these metrics directly correlate to
accomplishing the mission, and other
metrics are arbitrary statistics. In the
fast-paced world we currently live in,
where data is resting at our fingertips,
how do we rapidly present meaningful
metrics?

A shared vision can further be
described as a common operating
picture. These baseline plans and
materials allow for transparency
between commercial and military
efforts. As we have seen with the
introduction of Albany’s 5G Smart
Warehousing Initiative, government
agencies rely heavily on commercial
industry and educational institutes. By
setting a common operating picture,
all key players can work towards the
same goals, objectives, and outcomes.
Regardless of the individual benefits
for the key players, mission success is
only defined if the innovation is properly
implemented, executed, and meets the
goals set within the shared vision.

Key performance indicators (KPIs)
should be defined and agreed upon by
all players. KPIs are nested within your
vision and are meaningful metrics that
should answer the simple question,
“How do you know you’re having a
good day?” The Air Force Sustainment
Center transforms its KPIs into visual
displays to answer this question.
Translating these KPIs into visual
displays allows all shareholders to

Sharing Resources
appropriately share metrics that align
with their shared vision. Chad Jones
noted in our conversation, “Data-driven
decision making is critical. Objective,
quantifiable Metrics, KPIs, Goals, and
Objectives tell us if we are winning or
losing. Always strive to report at this
level.”
Along with KPIs, other produced
metrics should correlate to the goal
or objective. Metrics should tell the
story of speed, efficiency, quality, or
mission capability rates, to name a few.
To be relevant, metrics must measure
what matters, and must relate to the
overall project success. Innovation
teams must not fall trap to reporting
extraneous metrics. Clear metrics not
only demonstrate if the shared vision
is met, but further identify necessary
shared resources.

A vision further allows for key players
involved to understand the end state
of the project and additional branches
that might spur off the original path.
Your vision will set a path for the way
ahead, but how do you know you’re
staying on the course?

With clear boundaries, the
conversations you and a
commercial mentor can
have are endless. These
transparent relationships are
foundational to community
problem-solving.

Current global events show competition for
resources will continue to be a consideration for
innovation. As the military continues to work with
commercial industry and contractors, we must
understand shared resources. Joint efforts require
an understanding of resources—an understanding
of resource competition and resource utilization.
There are limited resources to produce assets and
technology. Utilizing the shared vision and metrics,
military and industry partners must communicate
when acquiring resources. Diminishing global
resources require joint military and commercial
partnerships to share a transparent look at their
acquisition efforts and metrics. Commandeering
resources from each other does not improve the
overall innovation efforts; rather, it inadvertently
drives unnecessary competition.
Another essential aspect of innovation efforts is to
not outrun our resources. This does not just mean
the physical part of resources, but also training
resources. While we have learned a lot about
the possibilities of the virtual world, hands-on
training cannot be replaced. “Understanding the
level of digital aptitude is a foundational element
to transforming,” noted Chad Jones. “Traditional
position descriptions are aligned to manual count
and entry—we are now asking Materiel Handlers and
Supply Techs to perform this task with scanners,
tablets, and other digital devices. We must train
them to be effective.” As we continue to innovate
and introduce new ideas to constraints, we must
consider the required training resources. Whether
materiel or training, outrunning your resources will
force you off the path to the shared vision.
Transparent relationships and community
problem solving set a strong foundation between
the military and commercial industry. Coupled

A Multi-Utilization Secure Tactical and Network Ground Station is
displayed during the U.S. Air Force Warfare Center’s 5G program brief to
Air Force leaders at Nellis Air Force Base, Nevada, Dec. 10, 2021. Nellis
AFB was one of five military installations directed by the Secretary of
Defense to conduct 5G experimentation and testing with a focus on
aiding air, space and cyberspace lethality while enhancing command and
control survivability. (U.S. Air Force photo by Staff Sgt. Gabriela Keiser)

with sharing a vision, sharing metrics, and
understanding shared resources, these pillars
set the groundwork for successful strategic
partnerships. These five factors are all critical
to the success of not only programs but also
enduring innovation efforts.
While I am glad that I passed my assignment
for Army Command and General Staff Officer
College, the true reward came in earning a
“degree” in the Education of Innovation. As
military logisticians, our reliance on commercial
industry partners does not end at resources and
organic capabilities. The mentorship, guidance,
and teamwork that commercial industry offers
are irreplaceable. While my time in professional
military education will end, my Education in
Innovation will continue.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
A hologram shows package contents during a demonstration of American-made
5G capabilities developed by the Defense Department in Arlington, Va. May 25,
2021. (DoD photo by EJ Hersom)
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Digital Sustainment Tools
Drive Greater Efficiency
and Effectiveness

Digital Logistics Environment

Model-Based Sustainment

Autonomic Product Support

The Digital Logistics Environment
(DLE) is an ecosystem of applications,
tools and practices that manage and
track key elements of the sustainment
system and operational support
pipeline. Readily accessible data
delivered via customizable user
interface enables planners to take into
account factors such as operational
tempo, mean time between failure,
and availability of supplies—all of
which need to be considered to deliver
appropriate sustainment activities at
the right time and place. By ensuring
that each support function can
communicate with each other and
appropriately share data, all team
members must have the same, most
recent, coherent picture of what is
happening to the platform to make
informed decisions.

An integrated digital environment
allows planners to take a modelbased approach to sustainment. The
model can be used to spell out policies
around what needs to happen and
when, define the certifications needed
among sustainment personnel, and
organize the movement of needed
parts and materials. By tracking and
providing real-time information on the
demand signal, the team can update
their models as demand changes and
optimize the entire support ecosystem
to deliver greater value at less cost.
This is especially helpful in supporting
sustainment of legacy systems, where
replacement parts may be increasingly
hard to find.

Looking ahead, Northrop Grumman
is evolving the DLE to increasingly
use automation in driving effective
sustainment. The system will start
to schedule maintenance and
organize needed supplies, taking into
account op-tempo and organizing
sustainment activities to minimize
disruption. Autonomic support
includes a predictive capacity as
well, with the system anticipating
upcoming maintenance requirements.
The integrated digital environment
helps improve forecast accuracy
and increases the speed of decision
making, as data once manually moved
across multiple tracking tools is now
tracked together.

“You can have models around tooling
up,” Hammar said. “You can plan
one-time buys of a lot of parts, when
appropriate, or just better understand
how to keep this supply chain alive.”

“Automation means transactions
happen at computer speed,” Hammar
said. “This frees human operators
to focus more on making sure the
platform is safe and ready to go, instead
of spending all their time just moving
data or shuffling paper.”

“It’s all about making sure the tools
and the supplies and the people are all
going to be there when you need them,”
Hammar said. “Digital information and
analytics help you understand what’s
going on and be ready to execute the
mission.”

By: Northrop Grumman
Aircraft and weapons systems lifecycles are increasingly
extended far beyond what was originally intended, meaning
efficient and affordable sustainment and modernization is
critical to remain operational and combat-ready.
“Sustainment is a vital element of a product’s lifecycle,”
said Kenn Todorov, vice president and general manager
of Northrop Grumman’s sustainment and modernization
division. “We are making investments in technology
innovation and new digital sustainment tools to deliver
improvements in operational efficiency, forecasting,
performance and affordability—and ultimately, much
improved mission and warfighter readiness.”

It is necessary to
employ a number
of key tools
and techniques
to effectively
support digital
sustainment.

This requires managing a great deal of data, as scheduled
maintenance, condition-based maintenance, the parts
supply chain, and the availability of qualified personnel,
along with data validating those qualifications, all need to
be tracked and coordinated.
“With paper-based systems, there’s too much opportunity
for human error. Things take too long,” said Philip
Hammar, system architect and technical fellow at
Northrop Grumman. “Digital tools help you to build a more
complete picture.”
Given our decades of experience in providing full lifecycle
sustainment and modernization, we firmly believe that it is
necessary to employ a number of key tools and techniques
to effectively support digital sustainment.
Digital modeling and engineering image courtesy of Northrop Grumman.
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Model-Based Engineering

Extended Reality

Northrop Grumman employs digital
technologies to improve how legacy
systems are maintained, repaired,
overhauled, and upgraded. Aging
platforms naturally carry more
maintenance program execution
risk. As modifications and repairs are
made over the lifecycle, they may alter
the original configuration, making it
challenging to conform to standard
service requirements. As is often the
case with older aircraft, technical
data may not be available, or previous
repairs and modifications may not
have been documented. This creates
delay and adds cost to the maintenance
process—and keeps aircraft from
conducting their missions.

When it comes to expanding our ability
to digitally enhance sustainment and
modernization environments, we
are blending virtual reality (VR) and
augmented reality (AR) with mixed
reality (MR) to create a new, extended
reality (XR).

“Through the application of ModelBased Engineering (MBE) and digital
technologies, we can rapidly create
digital twins of parts in need of repair,
for example,” said Marc McChesney,
systems engineer and technical fellow.
“This helps us accurately diagnose the
issue and develop a rapid and robust
solution at a more affordable cost.”

At the crux of the company’s XR work
is wearable technology—enhanced
versions of those heads-up displays
introduced for everyday gaming—that is
transforming the way teams work and
train. This technology enables subject
matter experts, maintainers, and
others to access, see and share data or
instructions from almost anywhere in
the world.

“Digital capabilities are transforming
aircraft sustainment,” said Todorov. “XR
really encompasses all the elements of
VR, AR, MR as well as physical reality,
and is changing the way we perceive,
operate and deliver capability in the
real world, helping us prepare for and
experience a variety of situations that
you can’t safely replicate in the real
world.”

“We realized early that XR could be
implemented and expanded to be
used across lifecycle logistics for a
variety of platforms and systems,
from initial training to the operational
environment,” said Johnny Rice, a
Northrop Grumman program manager
and principal investigator for XR
technologies.
In the extended-reality realm, a team
lead could put on a set of virtualization
goggles and not just see what the
maintainer sees, but actually interact
in the environment the maintainer
has captured. They will be able to see
from different perspectives what the
maintainer has already seen and help
guide next steps.
And this is just the beginning, as
use expands into more and more
challenging environments, like a
warfighter in a foxhole.
“For this, the wearable technology
needs to be tough, reliable and
proven,” said lead software systems
engineer Kenneth Wiles. “Fortunately,
we are getting there quickly through
rapid advances in technology. XR
technologies are not only here to stay,
they are setting the stage for the next
revolution in computing. Ten years from
now, people will look back and wonder
how they ever did their jobs without
having this device on their head.”

The integrated digital
environment helps improve
forecast accuracy and
increases the speed of
decision making...

Leveraging Digital Tools to Focus on
Higher-level Challenges
At Northrop Grumman we have developed
sophisticated enterprise intelligence and
reporting tools that tie all this together on the back
end. These analytics capabilities give military
planners the insight they need to support greater
transparency and accountability.
“With enterprise intelligence tools, they can look
across the whole of the problem—the maintenance
activities and the maintenance program itself—
and can see the trends that might indicate where
there is an opportunity to re-engineer something,
to change the instructions, or change how they run
the supply chain that makes it more efficient at the
point of service, where they’re actually delivering
the sustainment to the platform,” Hammar said.
With greater transparency, planners can get ahead
of sustainment. They can leverage digital tools
to make preemptive decisions, drive predictive
activities and add a higher level of resilience to
mission-critical and time-sensitive sustainment
activities. These capabilities complete the digital
threat through the sustainment and operations
phase of the product life cycle—and deliver the
transparency, efficiency and performance needed
to increase aircraft availability and enable mission
success.
For more information, please visit
ngc.com/modernization.

“XR really encompasses all the elements of
VR, AR, MR as well as physical reality, and is
changing the way we perceive, operate and
deliver capability in the real world, helping
us prepare for and experience a variety of
situations that you can’t safely replicate in
the real world.” - Kenn Todorov

These capabilities complete the digital
threat through the sustainment and
operations phase of the product life cycle—
and deliver the transparency, efficiency and
performance needed to increase aircraft
availability and enable mission success.

Extended reality image courtesy of Northrop Grumman.
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Where were we engaged in operations at the
time, Jane?”
“Sir, you mean deployed?”
“Yes,” the Colonel responded.
“The Middle East, sir.”
“Yes, but I think you could also say ‘everywhere,’
and I’d tend to agree. We were in Afghanistan,
Iraq, and multiple countries in Africa. We had
major logistics operations in Qatar and other
bases across the Levant. Units deployed to
Europe and Asia. We had a global footprint and
deployment rotations that meant certain career
fields were away as much as they were home. The
fight of the day was the ‘Global War on Terror,’
and it took us to every corner of the globe,” the
Colonel explained.
“It was a different kind of war than what you’ve
seen in recent history—a blend of military
operations with elements of law enforcement
and building partner capacity. We called it
‘counterinsurgency’ and operated in largely
uncontested environments.”

When We Were Majors
By: Capt Evan Hanson

“Captain, what are you having?”
“Whatever’s cold and on tap, sir” came the reply.
The Colonel flagged down the bartender and
relayed the order across the crowded club bar.
A digital clock hung above the bar reflecting the
date, August 31, 2035, and a time of 17:24.
“Thank you, sir, and I appreciate you taking some
time out of your day to meet with me.”
“Absolutely, Jane, it’s my pleasure. Now what is it
that you wanted to talk to me about?”

“Well, sir, I want to talk about what went wrong
when you were a Major, about the time before
the war.”

“Uncontested, sir?” Jane asked.
“Yes, uncontested. Not in the sense that these
environments were secure or even safe, but
we had relatively open lines of communication,
logistics, and resupply capabilities. We rotated
aircraft into and out of the theater on timelines
scheduled months and years in advance. Air
superiority was never in question, and we
frequently engaged combatants at opportunities
of our choosing.”

“Before the war, huh?” the Colonel replied,
drink in hand moving away from the
boisterous bar.

The Colonel paused and took a sip.

“When we were Majors?” the Colonel repeated
as much for himself as for the young officer
inquisitive officer waiting for his reply. He
took a long draw of his drink. “Where should I
begin…”

“Did it end, Jane?”

“Jane, before we get to your question, I need
to give you some context. Let’s go back to
the twenty-teens—when I wasn’t much more
senior than you. I know you’re a big reader….
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“Colonel, how did that period end?”

“Sir?” Jane replied.

“I would argue that this fight continues today…. It
never ended. It became a question of priorities.
Our Nation’s leadership started to recognize that
the global balance of power was shifting. They
recognized that the days of American military
personnel operating in permissive environments
were coming to an end. You heard mention of
names like Mearsheimer and terms like ‘nearpeer competitors.’ We never hung up the mantle
of counterterror operations, but we shifted our
primary focus to meet the threat posed by nationstate rivals.”
“I see.”
“This was a totally different kind of thinking,
Captain. Senior Air Force leaders were calling for us
to ‘Accelerate Change or Lose.’ Adversaries rising
to knock us off had the luxury of studying our way of
fighting for decades and they took full advantage of
the weaknesses in our system. Don’t get me wrong,
we had grown up following Cold War warriors who
grasped great power competition, but the world
had changed considerably since then and frankly,
passed us by,” the Colonel explained.
“What do you mean, sir?”
“In the race for technological capability and
research and development, Jane, we fell well behind
industry. Held back by antiquated acquisitions
regulations and capability development processes,
we struggled to integrate even industry standard
technology, and our hands were Congressionally
bound to weapons systems that wouldn’t be
relevant. It felt like we were sustaining the
unsustainable. Take logistics IT for example; it took
decades. Does the Expeditionary Combat Support
System ring a bell?”
“Yes sir,” Captain Smith replied.
“Then you know. It was a billion-dollar failure.1
But these IT challenges were not just functional.
Everyone with a CAC card could tell you the
problems with our computer systems. From the
speed of standard computers to the hundreds of
systems on the network, there was considerable
frustration across the Force. At one point, the Air
Force’s Chief Software Officer left his position
because of the lack of support…. 2 Even at the
highest levels, we made little progress at delivering
IT worthy of the 21st century.”
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“Why was it so difficult, sir?”

The Colonel continued.

“Many asked that question, Jane. The truth
is, I’m not sure, but it wasn’t for lack of trying.
Many Generals attempted it. Some challenges
are so foundational, they require unanimous
consensus. Maybe they couldn’t muster it.”

“Though it wasn’t just the operations-support
dynamic. There were even cultural hierarchies
amongst support career fields too. Some seen as
‘greater’ or more difficult than others. It colored
our judgment of talent and limited our ability to
think differently…. It hurt us, Jane.”

The Colonel sipped his drink and Jane did also.
“There were other problems, and many of
them had nothing to do with technology. We
started to recognize that our culture around
AFSCs was hurting our ability to recognize
talent and outstanding achievement.”
“Really?” Jane enquired.
“Yes. As we were pulling out of Afghanistan,
our Airmen executed one of the largest
humanitarian airlift operations in history. 3
While wrestling with the emotion of watching
the country fall, our Airmen pulled off
the incredible. But the achievement was
overshadowed by thousands of Airmen who
perceived that lesser medals were awarded to
maintenance and support personnel relative
to their ops counterparts. 4”
“Ouch,” muttered Jane.
“These cultural views also shaped how we
managed talent across the Force. Beholden to
our functional silos, we had glass ceilings for
AFSCs…. An officer’s trajectory was limited
by her functional training and the badge on
her uniform—regardless of her leadership
potential. We were finally talking about
diversity and inclusion, but only in terms of
demographics people are born with—not
diversity of ideas and experiences. Some
General Officers refrained from wearing their
functional badges in quiet protest.”

“Hmmm,” Captain Smith replied.
“Supply chains were also a problem. We started
to realize the difficulties right around the time of
the Coronavirus pandemic and the vulnerabilities
posed by counterfeit parts. We had forgotten
how dependent we were on the defense industry,
how much of our readiness and capability
comes directly from the quality and quantity of
production lines. Relying on data and networked
global supply chains to achieve unprecedented
efficiency, companies around the world were
operating with razor thin inventories that left
them with little to none in terms of surge capacity.
Relative to a planned, centralized economy, we
had little control over how quickly we could ramp
up defense production until missiles began to fly
and we had a declaration from Congress. Even
then, American industry led the charge, and our
job became to harness their innovation and output
to ensure our national security.”
“Was that it, sir?” asked Jane with a hint of irony.
The Colonel chuckled. “I’m sure there’s more,
but these loom largest in this Colonel’s memory.
When folks like me were Majors, Jane, we were a
little too stubborn. The alarm bells were there, but
many of us were too accepting that the old ways
would get us through and keep us on top. After all,
change was not what the institution had raised us
to produce. Generate the sortie, issue the part,
and leave the rest to higher headquarters. ‘We
have enough on our plates,’ we responded as we
left meetings where we were asked to overhaul
support concepts on how we deliver combat
capabilities.”
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“’How do you compensate for years of
underinvestment in logistics system
infrastructure?’ I found myself asking. We were
challenged to make data-informed decisions
and yet lacked the infrastructure or integration
to do it smartly. ‘You and your team need to
make it happen, Major. Do more with less’
they said—eager to ask without providing any
additional resources. At some point, it becomes
too much, and we reverted to what we had
always done. Generate the sortie, issue the part,
and leave the rest to higher headquarters.”
“Colonel Hanson, it sounds like you’re blaming
yourself.”
“Maybe a little. It’s not that I was in a position
to affect any material change on the state
of Air Force computer networks, overhaul
our culture around AFSCs, or address all of
the vulnerabilities in our supply chains. But I
was—and am—a leader in this organization, an
officer no less. Are we not responsible for the
performance of our Service?”
“Copy, sir, I understand.”
“Jane, this is probably more than you signed up
for, but I appreciate that you asked to have this
discussion. In the end, it took us far longer than
it should have to come to grips with strategic
competition, and you saw how it turned out.
They came at us quickly and attacked in the
gaps and seams—exploiting the vulnerabilities
in a system perfected for a different way of war.
We did a lot, but there is certainly more that we
could have done when we were Majors.”

see it quite so clearly then, but I sure do now.
You’ve experienced freedom and you know how
valuable it is. The other team doesn’t, which
is why my chips are on us. Stay hungry, find a
way to deliver what’s important, and make this
Force the most capable that humankind has
ever known.”

15 April 2022
OGDEN, UTAH
Every Air Force officer leaves a legacy. I am
not a Colonel. I am not a Major. I make no
presumptions about whether or not the Air
Force will see fit to promote to these ranks.
As a leader, however, I will someday have a
conversation with someone who will sit in the
chair I currently hold. What narrative will I—will
we—tell? What responsibility do I have for the
Air Force that Captain Smith will one day join?
How will I contribute to keeping our Service as
dominant as it has been?
There are significant challenges facing our Air
Force, particularly for logisticians. They are
challenges that are going to require intellectual
depth, re-evaluation of deep-seated traditions,
and clear articulation of the case for change…
at all levels. Casting blame isn’t the point,
nor is it relevant beyond understanding the
underlying causes. It is critical, however, that
we address these challenges with open, candid,
respectful, and well-thought discussions for
the future of our national security. Our country,
our Air Force, and Captain Smith deserve
nothing less.

“But before you refill your glass and return to
your peers, let me leave you with this. You are
what makes our country and our Service great.
Your peers may roll their eyes when they hear
this, but it’s absolutely true: Airmen are our
greatest resource. Airmen like you will figure it
out. My generation heard the same thing; I didn’t
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PHOTO HIGHLIGHT

Search & Rescue: Taking Survival Skillsets to New Heights -- A U.S. Air
Force HH-60G Pave Hawk aircrew assigned to the 55th Rescue Squadron
performs a simulated civilian search and rescue at Camp Navajo in
Flagstaff, Arizona, Jan. 25, 2022. The purpose of this training was to give
55th RQS aircrews experience with cold weather, high elevation rescues.
(U.S. Air Force photo by Senior Airman Kaitlyn Ergish)
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